
ANALYSIS OF WATERSHED SOILS

Purpose 

This part of the study was to investigate the relationship of the
clay mineralogy of watershed soils to the turbidity in the reservoir and
to determine which soils in the sub-watersheds would be considered major
point sources. Information pertaining to the soils of the Crooked River
Watershed was of the reconnaissance survey level (Norgren, et al, 1969).
Neither

2
time nor funding allowed for a more complete soil survey of the

6475 km (2500 mi ) watershed. Field observations after the 1972 runoff
season revealed areas most prone to erosion and disturbance.

Soils were sampled to meet the objectives stated in the introductory
portion of this report. Site location and descriptive field data are
presented along with complete profile descriptions for most of the soils
sampled (Appendix C-3). The soil sample sites were chosen to compare
characteristics and predict behavior of both the more troublesome soils
and the more stable soils.

Preliminary Laboratory Work 

All soil samples were subjected to analyses for particle size
distribution, exchangeable cations (EC), cation-exchange-capactiy (CEC),
pH, and conductivity measurements (Appendix G). Analyses were made to
determine the soil's dispersibility in distilled water (Appendix H,
Tables A and B), and similar analyses we§7 performed using water collected
from the reservoir on November 25, 1972.— Those samples that remained
in suspension both in distilled water and reservoir water were selected
for further analysis and interpretation. In addition to those soils
showing long term dispersion, samples considered representative of the
remaining soils were also selected. These samples were then subjected
to the same analyses as the readily dispersed soils so that differences
in chemical-physical properties could be observed.

Selected Soils 

Five of the soil samples subjected to preliminary analysis were
found to exhibit high turbidity in both distilled and reservoir water
and, therefore, critical to the reservoir turbidity. (Data on the
remaining soils are presented for review and comparison in Appendix H.)
These five soils (Table 22) and 11 others capable of yielding a range of
turbidities were analyzed for amorphous. material and clay mineralogy.

It is apparent from the data that most soils are more dispersible in
distilled water than in the reservoir water. Some soils exhibited very
high turbidity in distilled water (Appendix H, Table A, samples CP1A,
3801A, R1A, R1C and R2A) but failed to cause continued turbidity in the
reservoir water. In some instances, the combination of soil and water
resulted in a less turbid suspension at the end of the dispersion time

than the reservoir water as at the start. These phenomena are attributed

Chemical analysis of this water is presented in the water chemistry
section for Prineville Reservoir.
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Table 22: Soil Samples Capable of Extendeda Suspension in Both Distilled

and Reservoir Water

Critical Soils--Turbidity Range High

General
Location	 Sample

b
 ID.

Probable
soil

series

Turbidity (FTU) in

Distilled Water Reservoir Water

4 hr. 144 hr. 4 hr. 144 hr.

Camp Creek-Channel CP2B
8

Powder 750 360 365 125

Crooked River CR1Cg NA 1000 450 1325 475

Crooked River CR1E NA 1350 600 1000 180

Eagle Creek EE2B Day(Y)
f

315 120 155 31

Faught Creek FT1C Hankins 200 75 175 _	 31

Arrowwood Point AWIA Anatone 25 3 15 c 4c

Arrowwood Point AW1C Anatone 42 5 19 6

Roba Creek RB1A Roba 57 10 30 2

Camp Creek CPIA Powder 380 370 325 8

Maury Mountains MY5C Hank ton 100 37 72 18

Conant Creek CT3A Courtrock 54 16 24 4c

Sheep Rock Creek SP1A Day (Y) 100 33 46
d

5d
Sheep Rock Creek SP1B Day (Y) 61 14 ND ND

Sheep Rock Creek SP2B Day (R) 200 62 65
8c

Eagle Creek EE2A Day (Y) 315 120 59 8c

Reservoir Bank R1C NA 285 260 38 10

a. FTU sampling started after four hours of suspension and terminated
144 hours from the start

b. Sample ID - sample identification

c. Numbers rounded from those presented in Appendix H

d. ND - not determined

e. NA - not applicable - soft sedimentary rock

f. The (Y) or (R) indicates the perceived soil color.

g. The last letter is related to depth and profile position and is not

necessarily a horizon designation.

to chemical interactions within the suspension and are illustrated by
samples CT1A, 1B, and CT2A (Appendix H, Table B). Samples CT1 and CT2
resemble the Rarey and Courtrock soil series, respectively. The calcium
carbonate concentration indicated in the Courtrock profile description
(Appendix C-3) is thought to have acted as a flocculant, causing the
suspended materials in the reservoir water (starting FTU was 6.6) to
coalesce and precipitate after prolonged suspension.
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In addition to the soils having calcium carbonate present, the
reservoir water would also have dissolved salts. The combination of
salts (those being released from the soils and those already present in
the reservoir water) seems to have enhanced the flocculation phenomenon
in certain instances.

Those soils selected in addition to the five contributing to long-
term turbidity are included in Table 22. These soils represent differences
in at least one of the three measurable parameters of turbidity, clay
mineralogy, and weathering resulting from basic differences in climate,
parent material (geology), organic matter (flora and fauna), topography
(relief), and time. Possible soil series relationships are suggested.
The Day clay appears both in high turbidity and control soils. This
suggests a basic difference in the five soil-forming factors or variants
of the same soil series.

Soil samples representative of a wide range of turbidity between
distilled water and reservoir water are Powder saline variant (CPIA) and
Day soil series, Figures 11 and (EE2A) Table 22. These two samples
represent the surface horizon of the soil profiles from whence they
came. In distilled water, both exhibited 4-hour turbidity readings of
more than 300 FTU. However, their reservoir water showings were dramatically
different (225 vs 65 FTU) for the 4 hour reading but were found to be
equal for the 144-hour reading.

Samples AW1A, AW1C of the antone series and RB1A of the Roba series
were chosen to be representative of the soils with a preponderance on
non-crystalline clays. Their x-ray diffraction patterns suggested that
very little crystalline clay was present, although AW1C had more crystalline
clay than AW1A - the surface counterpart. The increase in crystalline
clay content in AW1C is an expected result of weathering processes in
soils and is indicative of pedogenesis, assuming no surface deposition
of ash or colluvium

The SP sample series is representative of those soils with reason-
ably well developed clay mineralogies (Day clay). Their x-ray diffraction
patterns exhibit well defined peaks representative of such clay minerals
as montmorillonite and kaolinite.

Weathering differences were observed in sample R1C when compared to
the soil samples. This sample is not a true soil, but is of the soft,
red, tuffaceous rock material observed to occur on the shoreline perimeter
of the reservoir. Characteristically, they have a predominance of 1:1
type clay, a fact that is not common knowledge, but is inherent in these
materials. The 1:1 clays generally are the result of a weathering
sequence that begins with vitreous volcanic material and terminates in
kaolinite (Loughnan, 1969).

Such a weathering sequence is favored by the warmer, more humid
climate that existed during the geologic period when the red beds were
formed (Baldwin, 1969). A cooler, more arid climatic regime, under
which weathering processes are slower, now prevails.

Additional weathering differences were shown by the Powder -
saline variant surface sample (CP1A) and Hank Ton series lower solum
(MY5C). They were found to contain montmorillonite as the major clay
constituent, plus some zeolites. The seemingly inconsistent presence of
zeolites in a surface horizon (CPIA) is not inexplicable when one considers
the history of the Camp Creek riparian soils of which the CP samples are
representative. The soils for the most part have formed from recent
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alluvial deposits derived by subarieal erosion including gullying.
These deposits would have incorporated the zeolites coming from the raw
bedrock exposures and subsolum gullying. Under the prevailing climate
of wet cool winters and hot dry summers, Aeolites could be expected to
remain unweathered in these young soils.

Not all of the 11 control soils were selected for comparison on the
basis of one parameter. Some represented differences in two or more
characteristics, such as samples SPIA and CT3A. These samples and one
or two others indicated that kaolinite was present in the samples along
with montmorillonite. However, the peak intensity of kaolinite tends to
dominate or at least equal the smectite, suggesting another source of
the kaolinite noted in the electron micrographs for the reservoir profile.

A close source is the red tuffs situated around the shoreline and
represented by the "R" series of samples and diffraction patterns for
R1C. The predominance of kaolinite has been discussed. In addition,
these samples were observed to be capable of remaining in suspension in
distilled water giving high turbidities (Table 22).

The x-ray diffraction patterns for the Day series samples SP1A,
SP1B, SP2B, were obtained from soil with red clayey sub soils and red or
yellow surface soils, located on the Lost Creek watershed. Sample R1C,
which exhibits the same mineralogy, is from the red tuffs found around
the shoreline of the reservoir. The soils obviously have formed from
similar tuff exposures and their kaolinite mineralogy is inherited from

the parent rock.

Soils Prone Toward Turbidity 

Soils obtained from the watersheds of Camp Creek, Eagle Creek,
and Faught Creek have been shown to be most able to cause turbidity in
reservoir waters. They were found to exhibit 144-hour turbidity readings
considered to be objectionable (Table 22). One series of samples (CRIA
thru CRIF) collected from the Crooked River channel bank are highly saprolytic
red, brown, yellow and green tuffaceous material and are not considered
soil but regolith. However, their exposure, erodibility, and physical
nature warranted sampling and analysis because it was observed during
runoff that this deposit added significantly to the turbidity of the
waters contacting the material. The site is located on the south bank
of the Crooked River near the Don McCollough Ranch in SW 1/4 SW 1/4 SE

1/4, Sec. 34, T16S R20E.
Riparian soils situated on the Camp Creek watershed were noted to

be more easily detached and transported than the other soils on the
watershed. This does not, however, mean that the other soils of the
watershed are not capable of contributing to the turbidity in the reser-
voir. To the contrary, they are as potentially capable of causing
turbidity as are the riparian soils, but are being eroded more slowly.
Evidence of this is obvious with the frost action that occurs on the
watershed. The surface few inches of soil are readily detachable and
easily succumb to sheet erosion. Low concentrations of organic matter
associated with low aggregate stability enhance their detachability.
Frost erosion was observed in other watersheds, such as soils in the
Cabin Creek drainage on the south side of the Maury Mountains.

The riparian soils on the Camp Creek watershed are easily eroded,
as evidenced by gullies and small active spur channels. These erosional
features are deepened and widened by each spring freshett and runoff
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event. Bank sloughing along the main channel contributes several cubic
yards of riparian soils to increase the sediment transport and turbidity
of eap Camp Creak runoff. On one occasion, sloughing of an estimated
64.2m (84 yards ) of channel bank soils practically dammed off the
stream on the middle fork of Camp Creek. These soils have a tremendous
potential for turbidity once dispersed. One Camp Creek soil dispersed
in distilled water for 432 hours (18 days) was found to exhibit a sustaining
turbidity of 320 FTU, with relatively little indication of settling or
clarification. Fortunately, reservoir water is chemically able to
reduce turbidity of this magnitude. As indicated by CP2B (Table 22).
Although the tendency for extreme turbidity is reduced, the amount of
reduction does not approach acceptable limits.

Soil Chemistry 

The chemistry of the soils reflects the varied conditions from
which they were derived. In general, those exhibiting a C.E.C. of more
than 50 meq/100 g., conductivities of more than 200 pmhos and pH values
greater than 7.5 units, exhibit long term turbidity in both distilled
and reservoir water. The amount of sodium present appears to be a
factor. Those soils exhibiting long term turbidity have sodium concentrations
far in excess of the calcium concentrations, and usually greatly exceed
the sodium concentrations in other soils to which turbidity was not

attributable.
Those soils (marked by asterisk, Table 23) found to have the highest

long term turbidity producing potential generally reflect high exchangeable
sodium. Those soils that have high conductivities reflect the soluble
salts accompanying calcium carbonate accumulation noted to occur in many

of the profile descriptions.
The pH of most soils examined generally grouped around neutrality.

However, the soils more prone to cause turbidity tended to have more
alkaline pH values, most likely attributable to the Na concentration.

Amorphous Material 

Both control soils and those capable of causing turbidity were analyzed

for amorphous material by the acid-ammonium-oxalate- KOH weight method outlined

in the methods and materials section. The results (Table 23) are listed
from highest amorphous material concentration to lowest, with corresponding
clay percentages, turbidity after 144 hours suspension in reservoir
water, and presence of crystalline montmorillinite and kaolinite clays.

Generally those soils that are more able to contribute to long term
turbidity have between 30 and 60% amorphous material. When one views
the presence of montmorillinite versus kaolinite and percent amorphous
material, it is apparent that those soils with only montmorillinite and
amorphous material give the highest turbidity. Partial exceptions are
the Hankins and Day (1), FTIC, and EE2B, respectively, which are borderline
to being considered turbid. When consideration is given to relative
peak intensities on x-ray diffraction patterns, i.e. peak intensity of
montmorillinite divided by peak intensity of kaolinite, it is found the
samples have relative peak intensity ratios of 0.14 and 0.26 respectively.
These low ratios are interpreted to be a small proportion of kaolinite

to montmorillinite.
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Table 23. Percent Amorphous ?terial and Clay with Associated Turbidity
and Soil Clay Type

Sample
Identification

Lab
No.

Percent
a

Amorphous
Percent
Clay

Turbidity
b

(FTU)
Crystalline Clay

Mont. Kaol.

RB1B 50 83 13 6 0 +

AW1A 1 75 16 4 0 +

EE2A 16 70 83 8 + +

* EE2B 47 65 80 31 + +

CT3A 9 65 20 4 + +

MY5C 84 64 25 18 + +

AW1C 59 63 12 6 + +

SP2B 57 60 57 8 + +

* CR1E 79 59 73 180 + 0

* CR1C 62 46 89 475 + 0

* FT1C 66 46 54 31 + +

* CP2B 38 44 29 125 + 0

SP1A 28 44 53 5 + +

SP1B 56 36 52 12 + +

CP1A 4 31 36 8 + + 0

R1C 33 25 23 10 +

a. Percent amorphous means percent of total clay. Percent clay is of

total soil.

b. 144 hours after dispersion in reservoir water

c. After amorphous dissolution treatment

d. X-ray diffraction patterns for all soils presented in appendix F

*	
Most turbid when dispersed in reservoir water

When the soils are evaluated considering the different combinations
of factors i.e., % clay versus FTU, % amorphous versus % clay, etc., the
best indicator of turbidity potential is amorphous material versus type
of clays present. When graphed (Figure 10), it appears a relationship
exists between the amount of amorphous material present, the type of
clay, and the various proportions of montmorillinite versus kaolinite.
There is also an indication that the percentage of clay (which includes
the amorphous material) may be involved. The relationship presented
graphically is arrived at by x-ray diffraction pattern analysis and is

interpreted as follows:
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CLAY TYPE—MONTMORILLINITE (M), KAOLINITE (K), AND
AMORPHOUS MATERIAL (AM).

Figure 10: Turbidity Versus Clay Type and Amorphous Material
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a) Soils with only amorphous material present contribute little
to the longterm turbidity in the reservoir. These soils do
not exceed 20% clay as determined by the pipette method.

b) Soils with montmorillinite present with very low concentrations
of amorphous material add slightly to the effect of turbidity,
but generally do not cause high turbidity readings after long
term suspension.

c) Soils containing amorphous material, montmorillinite and
kaolinite together react similarly to those soils with only
montmorillinite, but as the relative qualitative amount of
kaolinite increases, the turbidity decreases.

d) Soils containing significant amounts of montmorillinite with
30 to 60% amorphous material and no indication of kaolinite
are capable of long-term turbidity that far exceeds the other
clay-amorphous material combinations.

Summary of Soils 

Those soils found capable of extended turbidity (Table 22) in
distilled water, and particularly reservoir waters, are expected to be
of the Swartz series from the Camp Creek (CP2B) drainage basin and at
least one non-soil (saprolytic bedrock) point source on the Crooked

River.
Soils of the Day series on the Eagle Creek (EE2B) watershed were

found to be borderline in their ability to cause turbidity, as the
Hankins series (Faught Creek Sample-FT1C). The other soils examined
were able to cause turbidity of varying degrees, but did not approach
the values exhibited by those soils most prone to cause turbidity in the
reservoir water.

Soils having amorphous material present, consisting of 30 to 60% of
the clay fraction, coexisting with only the 2:1 clay mineral montmorillinite
were found to be most likely to produce prolonged turbidity at levels
considered extreme in this study.
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION

The general objective of this investigation has been to determine
the source of turbidity in the Prineville Reservoir through observations
of soil erosion and management practices, monitoring of sediment loads,
and laboratory characterization of soils and suspended sediments.

More specifically, the project was designed to study that material
remaining in suspension within the reservoir and, to the extent possible,
find major source(s) responsible for the year-around turbidity associated
with the Prineville Reservoir.

Three basic parameters related to turbidity were evaluated:

1. Nature of material in suspension.
2. Source of material in suspension.
3. Chemical properties associated with the water.

These parameters were studied through analyses of suspended sediments'
obtained by periodic sampling of tributary and reservoir waters.
Watershed soils were also sampled and analyzed. The results, together
with field observations, have provided a basis for evaluating the
individual watersheds and the reservoir. Further study results have
been used to identify turbidity-prone areas, streams, soil series, and
practices that contribute turbidity-causing sediments to the reservoir.

The results indicate a major separation in watershed type (forested
versus range), with associated morphological and management differences.
In broad terms, we are concerned with vegetation type and associated
runoff and erosion conditions, originating from soil characteristics or
management, that cause turbidity or sedimentation to occur in the
Prineville Reservoir. Forested and range watersheds were separated into
two sub-classes, those that are low contributors to the turbidity-
sediment problem within the reservoir and those that are high contributors.

Forested Watersheds 

Low Contributors: North Fork and Beaver Creek consistently yielded
clear runoff water low in suspended sediment content relative to other
forested tributaries.

With the exception of the debris dam in early spring 1972 and
associated sediment transport, North Fork can be considered a model
watershed. The potential for future sediment loads of the magnitude of
that for 1972 is being reduced on many parts of the North Fork watershed
by clearing stream channels of debris. Rubber-tired equipment has been
used to remove (and pile for eventual burning) debris from Buck Hollow
Creek and other streams. Work was being conducted in the summer and
fall months and thus soil disturbance was kept to a minimum. This was
observed after the operation and its effectiveness confirmed by revisiting
the same area after the spring runoff.

North Fork's Big Summit Prairie has a similar geology to that of
Camp Creek, but is better vegetated, probably because of higher precipitation
and better management. The soils of Big Summit Prairie, like those of
Camp Creek, are considered sensitive and easily eroded. Unless this
area is carefully managed, range deterioration and soil erosion may
result in serious damage to the existing meadow pasture. Deterioration
probably would result in an increase in sediment transport and turbidity
downstream.
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Low sediment yield and associated low turbidities of Beaver Creek
and North Fork reflect a dominance of deep well-drained soils with rapid
infiltration and high water-holding capacities.

Careful management is needed on the pumice soils common to the
area. These soils, the Tolo, Hall Ranch, Deskamp, and Rarey series, are
readily transported after erosion by concentrated runoff waters. Skid
trails, roads, culverts, waterbars, and some forest fire protection
measures are instrumental in causing the concentration of runoff.
Pumice soils having light particles of coarse texture are easily detached
and transported. They provide a ready source of amorphous materials as

a result of weathering processes.
Committee Creek, one of the tributaries of the North Fork, is

exemplary of a watershed with pumice soils that show results of improper
management. In evidence from past practices are barren slopes, debris-
choked stream channels, and excessive deposits of sediment. The prevalence
of streams that had circumvented culverts after they became clogged with
logging debris was evident. Deep gullying was observed on subtributaries
of this stream, a result of questionable prior logging practices such as
skid trails not perpendicular to steep slopes, denudation of fragile
streamside soils, complete disturbance and removal of duff layers on
slopes, logging in and across streams, skid trails down natural waterways
and total removal of protective vegetation, to name only the more serious

causes.
One would hope these are practices of the past, but in the summer

of 1972 on an arm of Roba Creek, similar practices were observed to be

occurring.
Most of the occurrences on Committee Creek preceded the study

period. Sediments from Roba Creek were minimized by an extremely low
1973 run-off season. However, the stage has been set for an increase in
sediment from a low contributing watershed.

Because of the similarities between the North Fork and Beaver Creek
and their propinquity, they can be managed together easily and relatively
simply with effective applicable conservation practices now recommended

in most management plans.
High Contributors: The watersheds of Klootchman, Cow, Maury, and

Newsome Creeks comprise the high sediment yield group. Of these, Klootchman
and Maury have been recognized to be problem watersheds by regulating
agencies. The other two and a few less obtrusive watersheds are in
jeopardy also, because these sub-basins have continuing long-term grazing
allotment contracts that remain in effect. The continuation of these
allotment contracts is at the expense of erosional processes that cause
large amounts of soil to be detached and transported yearly.

Some practices being implemented in watersheds, although aimed at
fire prevention and seedling germination, contribute to erosion. When
surface soils are scarified and the protective duff layer completely
removed, thus baring the soil, adverse effects follow. In those areas
where this practice is performed on soils high in silts on steep slopes,
rain splash erosion alone causes extensive damage.

Klootchman Creek watershed serves as an example of what happens
when soil protection and fire protection practices conflict. A fire
prevention technique known as "tomahawking", in which 96% of the smaller
slash is further reduced by a special chopper (tomahawk), produces an
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extremely scarred soil surface. However, it appears the soil disturbance
is from equipment operation and not the tomahawk itself. Winter rains
or snow melt on exposed silty soils with clayey subsoils (Fopiano,
Ruckles, and Simas series) cause the saturated soils to flow readily.
This soil movement carries with it the smaller tomahawked debris, especially
at riparian locations. The combined soil-tomahawk slash enters the
channel and results in culvert blockage which causes the stream to
overwash and erode roads. This sequence of events adds needless amounts
of sediment to the swollen streams.

During a conversation with a contractor for the tomahawk work, the
author was told that "if the work being done caused sediment to be
transported to the reservoir or turbidity, then that was Mother Nature's
fault. Besides, Mother Nature caused a lot of dirt to be carried every
year and the little bit caused by this process is not going to be noticed."
This attitude should be rectified and contractors better screened as to
their environmental concerns. A good program may easily .be a sediment
contributor by improper implementation. Educational programs for contractors,
which teach proper and good practices as compared to the results of poor
or improper implementation, would give contractors a better understanding
of how they fit into the environmental impact.

Range Watersheds 

Low Contributors: Though many of the watersheds described under
this heading have forested headwaters, based on area they are dominately
range and in most cases managed as such.

The list of range watersheds considered low-sediment yielding is
small. South Fork, the biggest, has a rather low stream gradient,
dominately gentle slopes, low precipitation, and little snowpack.

Much of the South Fork watershed is under management as range land.
Large acreages of basin lowlands are being utilized for hay production
and improved pasture land. The protection this irrigated vegetation
affords, together with low stream gradients is to a large extent thought
to be responsible for reduced sediment loads originating from the watershed.

Although it is
2
the largest of the rangeland watersheds, about 746

km
2 
of its 2,085 km essentially do not contribute to runoff because of

internal drainage. There is a high concentration of sodium most likely
soils associated. Material in suspension, being transported to the
sampling station, exhibited low turbidity values. They were suspected
to be flocculated by this high electrolyte concentration and only during
localized intense storms would high sediment loads be expected. This
would be related primarily to convective storms during the thunderstorm
season. A drastic change in land management practices could also upset
the soil-hydrology equilibrium of this semiarid, potentially sensitive
watershed.

High Contributors: Camp, Bear, Eagle, Lost, and Conant Creeks are
the major streams of this group. Camp, Eagle, and Lost Creeks can be
further singled out as prime contributors to the turbidity in the reservoir,
in addition to their sediment loads. The high sediment loads contributed
by these watersheds is related to their steep stream gradients. This,
coupled with easily eroded soils of fine texture that are readily transported,
add to the sediment, turbidity, and management problems of these watersheds.
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Of the watersheds reviewed and studied, Camp Creek proved to be the
most able to cause turbidity in the reservoir; Bear Creek carried the
highest sediment load of any tributary to the Crooked River. However,
high sediment transport, coupled with high turbidity, was the rule on
all of these watersheds. Winter low flows and summer flows were observed
to be highly turbid. This was especially true of Camp Creek. The
perplexing high turbidity associated with summer flow on Camp Creek was
found to be tail-waters from irrigation of fields.

Frequently, domestic animals foraging in the stream channels added
extensive amounts of fine streambank soils to the summer flows. These
are the same soils determined by laboratory analysis to give excessive

long-term turbidity in reservoir water.
Freshets or summer convective storms also add to the seasonal low

flow turbidity and sediment transport. Convective storms are common but
not frequent in the watersheds. These storms usually are of short
duration, high intensity rainfall that dislodges, erodes and transports
many pounds per acre of soils able to cause turbidity. Much of the soil
loss is due to sheet erosion over the area receiving the rainfall and
channel erosion associated with the rapid runoff.

Ground cover vegetation in the major portion of these basins is
sparse. Historical photographs show more grass and far fewer junipers
on the range lands than now exist. These old photos clearly show that
the vegetative cover has deteriorated under past management. The present
day density of vegetation is so sparse that if one visits the area after
a rain fall he can observe current evidence of sheet, rill and gully
erosion. Interestingly enough, heavy precipitation and runoff are not
always required. Gentle winter rains on near saturated surface soils
leave evidence of erosion discernible to even the casual observer.

During the summer months, the cattle are observed to continuously
forage and water from the stream bed. The heavy use by cattle results
in removal of the vegetative cover, churning of streambed soil, and
continual disturbance of soils adjacent to the stream channel proper.

To remedy this situation, an innovative management program with
both soil and cattle in mind is being studied. The Wildlife Commission
is evaluating the effect of fencing stream channels. Along a 1.6 km
portion of the Camp Creek channel a fence has been constructed to prevent
the intrusion of domestic animals into the stream bed. Watering access
points have been allowed for. The decrease in Animal Unit Months is
expected to be small compared to the degree of stabilization and sediment
reduction occurring due to the increased vegetative cover. Eventual
reopening of the fenced areas with a well regulated management program
should make up for the AUM loss during rejuvenation.

The wide use of such practices can greatly benefit the more sensitive
basins, both for sediment control and range improvement. In time, it is

expected that turbidity in runoff waters would be reduced as the stream

channel is allowed to stabilize.
Other practices related to the vegetation on the range watersheds

includes the systematic removal of the juniper that competes with erosion-
reducing, soil-protecting forage grasses necessary to the well-being of
the cattle industry. Though in its infancy, this practice is proving
beneficial. Grass that has been drilled in the cleared areas is aided
in its emergence and growth by not having to compete with the extensive
root systems of the juniper for much needed soil moisture.
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The moisture conservation practices and management changes are
progressive. They are being implemented in a time of need for the
preservation of watersheds like those of Camp, Bear, Eagle, etc. State
and federal agencies and private land owners know that the Camp Creek
and other watersheds are long overdue for good conservation and management
practices, and that implementation has been slow to come.

Crooked River 

In retrospect, it is difficult to evaluate and discuss the Crooked
River separately. Many of the management practices and problems observed
on the subwatersheds are in part responsible for conditions found on the
mainstream and have occurred on the main reach as well.

In the past, the systematic removal of riparian vegetation was
practiced. Ease of management or potential Animal Unit Months (AUM)
gains were some of the rationale used to justify channel alignment or
channelization projects.. Much of the riparian vegetation was removed
after the devastating 1964-65 flood but the practice had been gaining
momentum before this. Longtime residents of ranches that have been
bought by large collunercial outfits, or who work for these ranches recall
the change in management practices. They describe large productive
fields being buffered from the winter floods where now smaller fields
and no riparian vegetation exist.

One only needs to travel the length of the Crooked River to verify
that the riparian vegetation is needed for bank protection and stabilization.
Visual comparisons (Plates 9 and 10) and measurements of riparian soil
loss (Table 18) substantiate the importance of riparian vegetaion.
Shown are willows that were inundated twice during the study period.
The soil remains undisturbed at that point while in the fore and background
are the remnants of once larger more productive fields. This situation
is repeated many times along the river's reach. Each time, the presence
of vegetation on the streambank or in the stream channel has reduced the
soil loss and serves as a reminder of the damage done by removal of this
natural barrier to bank erosion.

One natural consequence of soil loss from the river bank is turbidity.
Not all the materials removed by stream erosion contribute to long-term
turbidity in the reservoir. However, the two typical riparian soils
studied showed a high potential for long-term turbidity. Soft weathered
bedrock at one'riparian site was shown to cause excessive turbidity.
This material can, because of the similar geologic formations present,
be expected at other points along the river's reach and in other parts
of the watershed. Because of the nature of the material, it is easily
recognized. It is composed of alternating narrow bands of reds, browns,
and yellows.

Because of their potential to cause turbidity, it is felt that the
soils of Camp Creek, Eagle Creek, Sheep Rock (Lost Creek), and some
perimeter soils on the reservoir are formed from materials similar to
the soft weathered bedrock. These are the watersheds (reservoir included)
that were dominant in their propensity to cause turbidity within the
reservoir.

The Crooked River valley and riparian soils are being intensively
managed. In most instances, some good conservation practices are being
followed or are being implemented. One such practice on Drake Creek
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watershed is the seeding of grasses in juniper stands followed by
irrigation. A related practice is'similar to that already mentioned for
tributary watersheds, that being the removal of juniper and seeding to
grasses but in this instance followed by irrigation. During field
visits with foremen of ranches undertaking such practices, they indicated
the increase in AUM more than offset the cost. The process of seeding
and irrigating without juniper removal was attempted on slopes up to 10%
with reasonable success. Erosion was minimized by judicious use of
water and use of soil conservation measures.

Prineville Reservoir 

The end result of water and soil management in the Upper Crooked
River drainage is in some way reflected in the Prineville Reservoir.
Because of soil conditions, management practices, land use, and hydrologic
factors, the reservoir is turbid. The question can be asked, if all
these factors were better understood and managed would turbidity in the
reservoir be reduced or eliminated? Naturally the logical answer is,
yes it would be reduced, but could it be reduced further by giving
consideration to the reservoir too?

Because soils on the reservoir's perimeter are continuously being
subjected to wave action that dislodges and puts into suspension particulant
matter, the shore-line waters are usually quite turbid. This is partly
a consequence of physiographic and climatic parameters associated
with the location of the reservoir. However, the condition is worsened
during the water recreation months. The constant action of water-
vehicular traffic causes artificial wave action, further eroding the
shoreline soils and adding to turbidity.

Observers of the reservoir have varying opinions as to the causes
of turbidty, but most agree it is a consequence of reservoir use as w01
as watershed management. The following excerpt from one corresondent -

summarizes the general consensus:

"As I mentioned to you, boats are a factor contributing to the
turbidity of the water in Prineville Reservoir. As we all know, in
the past five to seven years the size of pleasure boats has increased
very rapidly; probably seven years ago, with few exceptions, the
largest boats trailered into this lake were about sixteen or seventeen
feet in length and were powered by seventy five horsepower outboards.
Today that is considered a small boat. The weight of the average
boat has generally doubled or even tripled. We now have boats
commonly using the lake that are 22 or 24 feet in length and weigh

over 3,300 lbs.
The fact that the lake constantly lowers in the summer time

keeps exposing new shoreline daily and this new soft surface is
stirred up by the wakes of these boats and the sediment that had
settled is again agitated.

2/ Correspondent prefers anonymity
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Winds are generally westerly and coming from one direction do
not agitate the shore line in many areas. The reservoir winds
around the hills and banks which offer much protection from the
wind, so that many coves and some longer stretches of water are not
stirred up to any great extent by the winds. Boat wakes reach
every foot of the shoreline everywhere on the lake. The larger
boats make larger wakes, of course, and in June, July, and August
the shore line becomes really muddy by late afternoon from the
wakes of these boats, many times out to a distance of 30 or 40
feet."

Though the turbidity problem is not caused only by shoreline wave
action, the foregoing excerpt does suggest boat use on the reservoir
should be included in any consideration of ways for reducing turbidity.

CONCLUSIONS

Sediment and turbidity , measurements indicate that most of the
sediment received by the reservoir is added during the light runoff of
low elevation January rains and heavier runoff from mid-March snowmelt.
As has been pointed out, some streams supply disproportionate amounts of
sediment with resulting turbidity. Sediment loads and turbidity decreased
in all streams between periods of high runoff. However, Camp Creek was
turbid through much of the irrigation season.

Previous observers quoted herein have recognized the erodible
nature of the soils and some have alluded to the deterioration of individual
watersheds. This study concurs with those earlier sources and has
derived the following conclusions based on the data obtained.

Watershed

Through the quantification of sediment transport and sediment
deposition, laboratory analyses of runoff waters, sediments and watershed
soils, comparison of management practices and hydrologic considerations,
it is the conclusion of this study that Camp Creek, Eagle Creek, and a
small segment of the Crooked River's main channel are major contributors
to the turbidity in the Prineville Reservoir.

Bear Creek carries the greatest sediment load per volume of flow.
However, this does not mean that Bear Creek provides more sediment than
does the Crooked River; this is hydrologically impossible. Hydrograph
analysis shows that the Crooked River far exceeds Bear. Creek in both
volume and flow duration. Measurements of sediment deposition and
sediment transport support this conclusion. Based on these observations
and analyses of turbidity causing potential of suspended sediments, Bear
Creek does not appear to be a substantial contributor to long-term
turbidity in the reservoir.

Factors affecting sediment transport on forested watersheds are
debris dams which cause rerouting of streams with associated deep erosion
and resultant high sediment transport. Dams may also clog culverts and
cause road washouts.

Similar in effect to culvert damage are the downcutting and erosion
caused on roads that have insufficient or nonexistent water bars. In
general, roads with ill-placed, unmaintained, and/or undersized culverts
and waterbars were the rule, rather than the exception.
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Watershed Soils 

Based on observation of individual watersheds, soils with the
potential necessary to cause long-term turbidity are not as predominant
on Bear Creek and they apparently do not contribute every year or during
every runoff, as is the case with Camp Creek and Eagle Creek.

Soils high in silts or pumice are most susceptible to erosion and
transport. Such soils on uplands are dominately forested and include
the Rarey, Boardtree, Whistler, Hankton, and Ginser series. Soils
forming over the soft tuffaceous material or those riparian soils on
alluvium from the raw sediments are most likely to create turbidity in
the reservoir. These soils are of the Powder-Courtrock and Simas-Tub-
Soft Sedimentary Bedrock Association.

Clay mineralogy: Those soils that occur in the Simas-Tub-Soft
Sedimentary Rock Assocation or geologic formations exhibiting soft
tuffaceous material and a clay mineralogy that has only the clay montmorillonite
and between 30•and 607 amorphous material in the clay fraction cause
long-term turbidity in reservoir waters.

Reservoir

Soils like the Day clay add significant shoreline turbidity as a
result of wave and wake action. The occurrence of very small kaolinite
particles in turbid waters above the thermocline suggest these soils may
contribute to continuing turbidity through the summer recreation season.

Soil lost from shoreline areas since the inception of the reservoir,
and continuing shoreline erosion appears to reflect reservoir flucuations
and recreational use. However, documentation and data were not conclusive.
The continued unchecked use of "pumice beaches" on the reservoir perimeter
is causing the excessive loss of these beaching areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Watershed

1.	 Develop management plans for the more critical watersheds that

provide:
a. Better control of domestic animal use.

b. Protection for the more sensitive and fragile riparian soils.

c. Fencing of critical channel reaches as started on
Camp Creek.

d. Clearing of forest debris from stream channels.

e. Maintenance and sizing of culverts to accept greater runoff

volumes.
f. The revegetation of these watersheds by soil-holding grasses.

g. The removal of juniper and other unwanted species that compete
with grass for soil moisture.

h. Assistance and guidance to private land owners for improvement
of their lands and practices.

i. Educational programs that advise and inform agency contractors,
land users, and managers of soil conservation techniques.

j. Rip-rapping of sediment or turbidity-producing point sources
such as occur on the Crooked River.

k. More supervision follow-up and enforcement of regulations.

1.	 Levels of grazing, forestry, and recreation use compatible
with watershed protection.
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2.	 Observe and monitor each watershed before, during, and after implementation
of management change.

3.	 Implement management practices at optimum times.
4.	 Evaluate range management programs on all watersheds with respect

to:
a. Soil and hydrologic conditions and needed conservation measures.
b. Rotation timing and duration as it relates to a. above.
c. Cost-benefit analysis comparing maximum AUM's now and future AUM's

resulting from sound conservation and range management.

Watershed Soils

1. Use soil maps to locate those soils shown to exhibit high erodibility
and those able to cause turbidity.

2. Evaluate each management practice with respect to soils present
before implementation or continuation of practices that can cause
erosion.

3	 Teach resource people to recognize the problem soil types.
4.	 Implement conservation measures on each area recognized to contain

critical soil types.
5.	 Practice and enforce soil conservation on all projects.

Reservoir

1. Evaluate the implied relationship of recreational boating, and boat
size and their contribution to continual turbidity within the
reservoir.

2. Evaluation of algal, chemical, density, thermic, and physical
parameters relative to the reservoir.

3. Evaluate the potential for addition of chemical additives to promote
flocculation in the reservoir. Manganese has shown promise in some
studies.

4. Rip-rap the more sensitive exposed clayey soils that occur on the
shoreline in the proximity of the Prineville Dam.
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APPENDIX A

HYDROGRAPHS FOR THE CROOKED RIVER
AND BEAR CREEK
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APPENDIX B

STREAM GRADIENT FROM HEADWATER ELEVATION
TO RESERVOIR FULL POOL ELEVATION
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APPENDIX C

SOIL - LANDSCAPE MAP, TAXONOMY,
AND MORPHOLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS

C-1 Legend for Soil-Landscape Map of Crook County
Oregon

C-2 Taxonomy of soil series common to the study
area

C-3 Morphologic Descriptions of Soil profiles character-
ized for the watershed and shoreline of the Reservoir
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C-1

Legend for Soil-Landscape Map of

Crook County, Gregon

1:120,000

Soil Association, Description, and Component Soils

Symbol

la. Powder-Courtrock Association: Deep and moderately deep, medium
textured soils on floodplains. Alkaline soils occur in some poorly
drained areas.

Powder loam, Courtrock sandy loam, Metolius sandy loam, Veazie
sandy loam, Polly loam.

lb. Calabar-Damon Association: Poorly and somewhat poorly drained,
medium and fine textured soils, some of which are alkaline.

Calabar silt loam, Damon silty clay loam, Crooked sandy loam
Boyce silty clay loam, Ontko silty clay loam.

2.	 Ochoco-Prineville Association: Moderately deep, medium textured
soils with partially cemented pans, on old alluvial terraces.

Ochoco sandy loam, Prineville sandy loam, Hack loam, Courtrock
sandy loam.

3a. Ayres-Nouque Association: Shallow and moderately deep, medium
textured, gravelly soils with strongly cemented pans, on slightly
dissected alluvial fans.

Ayres sandy loam, Nouque silt loam, Deschutes sandy loam, Shev
loamy sand, Salisbury clay loam, Gribble cobbly loam.

3b. Ayres-Nouque Association (dissected): Similar to 3a, but moderately
to strongly dissected.

4a. Deschutes-Arron-Redmond Association: Shallow, very shallow and
moderately deep, medium textured soils, some of which are stony, on
nearly level to gently rolling older lava flows.

Deschutes sandy loam, Arron sandy loam, Redmond sandy loam,
Deskamp loamy sand, Gosney very stony loamy sand, Bakeoven
very cobbly loam, Rockland.
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4b. Deschutes-Gosney Association: Similar to 4a, but on rolling,
moderately dissected terrain.

Deschutes sandy loam, Gosney very stony loamy sand, Bakeoven
very cobbly loam.

4c. Deschutes-Redmond Association: Shallow and moderately deep, medium
and coarse textured soils in nearly level and concave areas of
younger lava flows. Bare rock predominates on convex portions.

Deschutes sandy loam, Redmond sandy loam, Bakeoven very cobbly
loam, Rockland.

4d. Deskamp-Arron-Gosney Association: Similar to 4c, but bare rock
predominates.

Deskamp loamy sand, Arron sandy loam, Gosney very stony loamy
sand, Rockland, Deschutes loamy sand.

5. Roba-Fopiano Association: Shallow and moderately deep, medium
textured soils in gently rolling terrain formed from soft sedimentary
rocks.

Roba loam, Fopiano silty clay loam, Marsden silt loam.

6a. Ruckles-Anawalt Association: Very shallow and shallow, stony and
very stony soils, many of which have clayey subsoils, on gently
rolling to nearly level volcanic plateaus.

Ruckles very stony silt loam, Anawalt stony silt loam, Bakeoven
very cobbly loam, Olson stony loam.

6b. Anawalt-Ruckles-Lookout Association: Similar to 6a, but on rolling,
somewhat dissected topography.

Anawalt stony silt loam, Ruckles very stony silt loam, Lookout
stony silt loam, Bakeoven very cobbly loam, Olson stony loam,
Rockland.

6c. Anawalt-Ruckles-Rarey Association: Similar to 6a, but on steeply
rolling, dissected topography.

Anawalt stony silt loam, Ruckles very stony silt loam, Rarey
loam, Rockly very cobbly loam, Bakeoven very cobbly loam,
Rockland.

7a. Simas-Ginser-Tub Association: Moderately deep, shallow, and deep
clayey soils, on moderately dissected rolling terrain.

Simas cobbly silty clay loam, Ginser very stony loam, Tub silt
loam, Day clay, Prag very stony loam, Soft sedimentary rocks.
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7b. Simas-Tub-Soft Sedimentary Rock Association: Similar to 7a, but
with numerous exposures of unconsolidated rock.

Simas cobbly silty clay loam, Tub silt loam, Soft sedimentary
rocks, Ginser very stony loam, Day clay, Prag very stony loam,
Rockland.

8a. Anawalt-Merlin Association: Shallow and moderately deep clayey
soils in steeply rolling, dissected terrain. Moderately deep,
loamy soils occur on north slopes and in concave places. Rock
outcrops are common.

Anawalt stony silt loam, Merlin very stony loam, Rarey loam.

8b. Venator-Izee Assocation: Shallow, moderately deep and deep, medium
textured soils on rolling terrain of strongly folded older rocks.

Venator shaly loam, Izee shaly loam, Rarey loam, Utley shaly
loam.

8c. Ventor-Izee-Rarey Association: Shallow and moderately deep, medium
textured soils on steeply rolling to hilly terrain of strongly
folded older rocks.

Venator shaly loam, Izee shaly loam, Rarey loam, Utley shaly
loam.

9a. Simas-Tub-Ginser Association: Shallow and moderately deep, stony
and very stony, medium and fine textured soils predominate.
Moderately deep, stone-free, medium textured soils occur on some
north slopes. Steeply rolling, dissected terrain predominates, and
rock outcrops are common.

Simas cobbly silty clay loam, Tub silt loam, Ginser very stony
loam, Gem very stony loam, Prag very stony loam, Rarey loam,
Curant silt loam, Rockland.

9b. Prag-Tub-Rarey Association: Similar to 9a, but north slopes make
up > 25% of the area.

Prag very stony loam, Tub silt loam, Rarey loam, Ginser very
stony loam, Simas cobbly clay loam.

9c. Searles-Elmore-Simas Association: Shallow, moderately deep and
deep, stony, medium textured soils in steeply rolling and mountainous
terrain underlain by rhyolite.

Searles very stony loam, Elmore very stony loam, Simas cobbly
silty clay loam, Tub silt loam, Lickskillet very stony loam,
Rockland, Deskamp loamy sand.
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10. Anatone-Klicker-Hall Ranch Association: A complex landscape consis-
ting predominantly of very shallow, stony and very stony, sparsely
vegetated soils on nearly level to rolling plateaus. Moderately
deep and deep, medium textured, timbered soils occur on north
slopes and in canyons.

Anatone very stony loam, Klicker very stony silt loam, Hall
Ranch stony loam, Tolo silt loam, Snell very stony loam.

11. Klicker-Hall Ranch-Anatone Association: A complex landscape consisting
predominantly of moderately deep and deep, medium textured, timbered
soils, with sparsely vegetated, very shallow and stony soils on
south facing slopes.

Klicker very stony silt loam, Anatone very stony loam, Hall
Ranch stony loam, Tolo silt loam, Snell very stony loam.

12a. Hankins-Hankton Association: Moderately deep and deep, fine-
textured timbered soils in moderately dissected, rolling terrain,
primarily above 5,000 feet elevation.

Hankins cobbly loam, Hankton cobbly silt loam, Boardtree
gravelly loam, Yawkey gravelly loam.

12b. Boardtree-Yawkey-Hankins Association: Similar to 12a, but north
slopes predominate.

Boardtree gravelly loam, Yawkey gravelly loam, Hankins cobbly
loam, Hankton cobbly silt loam.

13a. Hankton-Hankins-Klicker Association: Moderately deep and deep,
medium and fine-textured, stony, timbered soils in steeply rolling,
dissected terrain. South slopes may have shallow, stony soils and
lack timber.

Hankton cobbly silt loam, Hankins cobbly loam, Klicker very
stony silt loam, Ginser very stony loam, Yawkey gravelly loam,
Snell very stony loam, Anatone very stony loam, Rockland.

13b. Hankton-Klicker-Ginser Association: Similar to (13a), but south
slopes predominate.

Hankton cobbly silt loam, Klicker very stony silt loam, Ginser
very stony loam, Snell very stony loam, Anatone very stony
loam, Rockland.

13c. Hall Ranch-Daxty Association: Shallow and moderately deep, gravelly,
loamy soils on a strongly dissected plateau.

Hall Ranch stony loam, Daxty very stony loam, Anatone very
stony loam.
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14a. Boardtree-Whistler Association: Moderately deep and deep, medium
textured, timbered soils formed from volcanic ash over a variety of
buried soils, primarily on north slopes above 4,500 feet elevation.

Boardtree gravelly loam, Whistler sandy loam, Yawkey gravelly
loam, Hankins cobbly loam.

14b. Hankins-Hankton-Boardtree Association: A mixture of units 14a and
13b.

Hankins cobbly loam, Hankton cobbly silt loam, Boardtree
gravelly loam, Klicker very stony silt loam, Yawkey gravelly
loam, Ginser very stony loam, Snell very stony loam.

15a. Lickskillet-Rockland Association: Very steep, shallow and moderately
deep, stony and rocky soils predominate. Canyons with more than
500 feet of local relief.

Lickskillet very stony loam, Rockland, Bakeoven very cobbly
loam, Lookout stony silt loam, Simas cobbly silty clay loam,
Tub silt loam.

15b. Simas-Tub-Rockland Association: Similar to 15a, but includes areas
of more gentle relief resulting from landslides.

Simas cobbly silty clay loam, Tub silt loam, Rockland, Lookout
stony silt loam, Gem very stony loam.

Component soils are listed in order of decreasing importance.
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C- 2

Soil Series	 Subgroup Family 

Pachic Haploxerolls

Calciorthidic Haplox-
e rolls

Ultic Haploxerolls

Pachic Ultic Argixerolls

Typic Argixerolls

Ana tone

Board tree

Courtrock

Day

Elmore

Prag

Fopiano

Ginser

Hack

Hall Ranch

Hankins

Hankton

Izee

Klicker

Powder

Roba

Simas

Tub

Lithic Haploxerolls

Typic Vitrandepts

Calciorthidic Haplox-
erolls

Typic Chromoxererts

Calcic Argixerolls

Pachic Palexerolls

Typic Argixerolls

Pachic Haploxerolls

Typic Argiudolls

Aridic Cumulic Haplox-
erolls

Haplic Durixerolls

Aridic Calcic Arigix-
erolls

Calcic Pachic Argix-
erolls

Loamy-skeletal, mixed, mesic

Ashy over clayey, mixed, frigid

Coarse-loamy, mixed, mesic

Very fine, montmorillonitic,
mesic

Fine-loamy, mixed, mesic

Fine, montmorillonitic, frigid

Clayey, montmorillonitic, frigid
shallow

Loamy-skeletal, mixed, frigid

Fine-loamy, mixed, frigid

Fine-loamy, mixed, frigid

Fine, montmorillonitic, frigid

Shallow, fine, montmorillonitic,
frigid,

Fine-loamy, mixed, frigid

Fine-loamy, mixed, frigid

Coarse-silty, mixed, mesic

Fine-loamy, mixed mesic

Fine, montmorillonitic, mesic

Fine, montmorillonitic, mesic
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Profile AW1
September 13, 1973

Profile is of the Anatone soil series. The profile represents the soils
characteristic to the higher elevation basalt plateaus of the North Fork
and the south east end of the Maury mountains. These soils appear
stable with regard to erosional processes.

01	 2-0"--Leaves, pine needles, grass and twigs

A
11 

0-2"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) moist gravelly silt loam; weak to
moderate fine granular structure; very friable, slightly
sticky, plastic; abundant fine roots; charcoal fragments; 5%
by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments; slightly acid (pH 6.4);
diffuse smooth boundary.

A
1
	2-6"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) gravelly loam, brown (10YR 5/3)

dry; moderate fine granular structure; slightly hard, slightly
sticky, plastic; abundant medium roots; charcoal fragments;
common very fine tubular and interstitial pores; greater than
35% by volume coarse fragments; neutral (pH 7.0); gradual wavy
boundary.

Bl	 6-12"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) gravelly clay loam, brown (7.5YR
5/4) dry; strong medium subangular blocky structure; slightly
hard, firm, slightly sticky, very plastic; common fine to
medium and few coarse roots; many fine pores; neutral (pH
7.0); clear wavy boundary.

B 2
	12-19"--Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) gravelly clay loam, brown

(7.5YR 5/2) dry; strong medium to coarse subangular blocky
structure; firm, slightly sticky, very plastic; very few fine
roots; greater than 35% coarse fragments; neutral (pH 7.0).

R	 19"+ hard lava flow.

Remarks: Underlying rock type is a red, fine-grained dense lava.

Location: Arrow Wood Point, site #1, SE A NW, Sec. 8, T18S, R21E.

Setting: The vegetation is Ponderosa pine and pine grass. The visible
human influence is logging but there is no evidence of erosion.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with the profile dry to 19
inches; moderate permeability.

Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The site is located on a broad ridge top above
steep, deeply dissected hills. The aspect is east and slope range is 0-
2%. The elevation is approximately 5,000 feet.
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Profile CP2

Profile is an akaline variant of the Powder series. The soil occurs
on level to very gently sloping bottomlands of Camp Creek. It is

readily transported after erosion and remains in suspension causing
trubidity in reservoir waters. Each winter season many cubic meters of
this soil slumps into the stream channel partially damming the stream.

0-5"--Light brownish gray (10YR6/2) loam, dark graysing
brown (10YR4/2) moist; weak fine granular structure; slightly
hard, friable, sticky and lsightly plastic; few roots; many
medium vesicular and common fine tubular pores; pH 7.7.

A2	 5-16"--Light gray (10YR7/1) clay loam, dark grayish
brown (10YR4/2) moist; moderate medium and fine prismatic
breaking to strong fine blocky structure; hard, firm,
very sticky and plastic; few roots; few fine tubular pores;

pH 9.0

B2	 16-35"--Grayish brown (10YR5/2) siltly clay loam, dark
grayish brown (2.5Y4/2) moist; weak coarse columnar
breaking to medium blocky structure; hard, firm, sticky and
plastic; few to no roots; few fine tubular pores; pH

8 .3.

Cl	 35-45"--Light brownish gray (2.5Y6/2) loam, dark grayish
brown (2.5Y4/2) moist; massive to very weak fine sub-
angular blocky structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic;

no roots; no pores; pH 9.1

IIC2	 45-120"--Light brownish gray (2.5Y5/3) silty clay, dark
grayish brown (2.5Y4/2) moist; massive, hard, firm, sticky
and plastic; no roots; no pores; pH 9.2

Remarks: The parent material is fine textured mixed alluvium from raw
sediments high in smectite clays.

Location: Approximately one mile west of the Weaver Ranch on the Middle

fork of Camp Creek, Site #2.

Setting: The site is on the stream bank above a nick point. The sur-
rounding area is flat to gently sloping sage brush country. Human influence
is range management. Erosion is in evidence in the form of sheet, rill,
gully and stream bank slumping. Vegetative cover is minimal.

Drainage and permeability: Moderately to somewhat poorly; permeability

is moderate to slow.

Profile description reconstructed from laboratory data after original
field description was mislaid.

Al
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Profile CR2
May 26, 1973

Profile is fine textured variant of the Powder series. This site is
subject to erosion during most high runoff events. This soil is similar
to most flood plain soils between the North fork and the upper end of

the Prineville Reservoir.

0-7"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silt loam;
strong subangular blocky, parting to very fine granular
structure; firm, slightly sticky, plastic; few fine
roots; common fine interstitial pores; moderately alkaline
(pH 8.3); clear smooth boundary.

7-10"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clay loam; strong
medium subangular blocky, parting to fine granular
structure; hard, sticky, plastic; common fine roots; many
fine interstitial pores; moderately alkaline (pH 8.2);
clear wavy boundary.

B2	 10-23"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay;
weak medium prismatic, parting to subangular blocky
structure; hard, very sticky, very plastic; common fine
roots; many fine tubular and interstitial pores; mildly
to moderately alkaline (pH 7.3 to 8.0); diffuse wavy

boundary.

IIC1	 23-27"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) gravelly silt
loam; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; hard,
sticky, plastic; few fine roots; common fine interstiial
pores; greater than 15% 0.05 cm coarse fragments; moderately
alkaline (pH 8.4); clear wavy boundary.

27-60"--Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine sandy loam; single-
grained structure; mildly to moderately alkaline (pH 7.4

to 8.0).

Remarks:

Location:
Bonny View

The parent material is mixed alluvium.

Crooked River, site #2, milepost 24 on State Highway 380,
Ranch (near Post, Oregon), SW, SW, NE, Sec. 19, T16S, R19E.

Setting: The site is located in the cutbank of the river and the land
between it and the highway is in cultivated grass. Human influence
seems limited to the cultivation. There is no evidence of erosion.

Drainage and permeabilty: Well-drained, with moderate permeability.

Description of Area: The site is
river and the slope is 0 to 3%.

situated in the flood plain of the

Ap

B1

IIC2
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Profile CT2
May 26, 1973

Profile resembles the Courtrock series. Profile represents the soils
characteristic to the upper Conant Creek drainage. These are the major
tilled soils of the watershed. They are easily eroded by precipitation
when vegetative cover is absent.

All	 0-5"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy loam; moderate fine
granular structure; loose, very friable, nonsticky,
nonplastic; abundant fine roots; many fine interstitial
pores; neutral (pH 6.8); clear boundary.

Al2	 5-12"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) fine sandy
loam; weak very fine granular structure; firm, slightly
sticky, slightly plastic; abundant fine and few coarse
roots; very few fine interstitial pores: 0.02 cm, coarse
fragments, weak cementation with secondary carbonate;
mildly to moderately alkaline (pH 7.4 8.0); gradual
wavy boundary.

AC	 12-17"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) fine sandy loam; strong
very fine granular structure; very friable, sticky,
plastic; common coarse roots; many fine interstitial
pores; 1% by volume of 0.02 cm. coarse fragments; weak
carbonate cementation; mildly to moderately alkaline (pH
7.4 .4- 8.0); gradual wavy boundary.

Clcam	 17-24"--Dark brown (10YR 4/3) sandy loam; weak very fine
granular structure; firm, nonsticky, nonplastic; few fine
roots; 1% by volume 0.02 cm, coarse fragments; moderate
carbonate cementation; mildly to moderately alkaline (pH
7.4	 8.0).

C2cam	 24-60"--Light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4) strong carbonate
cementation; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4).

Remarks: The parent material is alluvium and the rock source is probably
tuffaceous.

Location: Conant Creek Basin watershed, site #2, 2.15 miles above the
Bolletto Ranch, Sec. 33, T16S, R18E.

Setting: The site is vegetated by juniper, rabbit brush, greasewood,
blue-bunch wheatgrass, lupine, and bitterbush. Grazing is in evidence.
Erosion in the form of sheet, rill, and wash is present. Frost action
is also visible.

Drainage and Permeability: The profile was dry from 0-1 1/2" and moist
below. Drainage ranges from moderately well to well-drained. Permeability
is moderate to rapid above the cemented horizons.

Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The surrounding area is rolling to steeply sloping
uplands and the site is located on a convex foot slope with a northeast
aspect. Slope is 11%. Altitude is approximately 4,000 feet.
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Profile CT3
September 16, 1973

Profile is of the Courtrock series. Seasonal runoff events cause this
soil to be eroded and transported in copious amounts.

Al	 0-4"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silt loam,
grayish brown (10YR 5/2) dry; weak very fine granular
structure; loose, slightly sticky, slightly plastic;
abundant fine roots; few medium tubular and many fine
vesicular pores; 5% of up to 0.5 cm coarse fragments;
weakly effervescent; gradual smooth boundary.

AC1	 4-24"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam, grayish
brown (10YR 5/2) dry; weak fine subangular blocky structure;
slightly hard, nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant very
fine, fine and medium roots; few medium tubular pores; 5%
of up to 0.5 cm coarse fragments; weakly effervescent;
diffuse smooth boundary.

AC2	 24-120"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy loam, light gray
(10YR 7/1) dry; weak fine to medium subangular blocky
structure; slightly hard, nonsticky, nonplastic; common
fine tubular pores; less than 5% of up to 0.5 cm coarse
fragments; strong effervescence.

Clca	 120-130"--Coarse sand interspersed with bands of fine
silt and sandy loam subsoil; strong effervescence.

Remarks: The parent material is well-sorted mixed alluvium.

Location: Conant Creek channel, site #3, near sample station just below
confluence of Lucky and Conant Creeks. Sec. 23, T16S R18E.

Setting: Entrenched floodplain of Conant Creek. Sagebrush, willow,
juniper, bluebunch wheatgrass, fescue and assorted forbs dominate the
vegetation. Human influence consists of overgrazing. Erosion is
evident as demonstrated by the deeply carved channel banks.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained (approximately 10 feet) and the

water table is deep; rapid permeability.

Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The site is located in a stream cut bank in a
deeply incised drainage. The surrounding area is rolling uplands and
aspect is southeast. Slope at site is 0 to 3%. Elevation is 3,500

feet.
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Profile CW1
September 14, 1973

Profile is an ashy variant of the Hall Ranch soil series. The soil is
characteristic of those soils on lower slopes adjacent to Cow Creek.
When disturbed, these soils are eroded easily and are slow to stabilize.

01	 1-0"--Duff and undecomposed needles.

All 0-2"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam, dark gray (10YR
4/1) dry; single-grained to moderate fine granular structure;
loose, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; abundant very fine
roots; 2% by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH
6.7); abrupt smooth boundary.

Al2 2-12"--Very dark brown (10YR 2.5/2) loam, dark gray (10YR 4/1)
dry; massive to granular structure; slightly hard, slightly
sticky, slightly plastic; abundant fine roots; common tubular
pores; 1 cm. charcoal fragments; 2% by volume 1 cm coarse
fragments; neutral (pH 7.0); clear smooth boundary.

12-30"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam, dark grayish
brown (10YR 4/2) dry; massive to granular and single grained
structure; common coarse roots; very fine tubular pores;
micelia present; slightly acid (pH 6.4).

R	 30"--Fractured basalt bedrock.

Remarks: Parent material is colluvium from volcanic ash and basalt.

Location: Cow Creek watershed, site #1, stream bank cut just off Forest
Service road 1752, 30 paces south of section marker, NE 1/4, NE 1/4, NE
1/4, Sec 9 T18S, R18E.

Setting: Vegetation is Ponderosa pine and pine grass. Human influence
is related to loggin operations and cattle grazing. The stream channel
erosion has been excessive in the past and is now slowly healing, though
not completely stopped.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained and a dry profile. Water table
below bottom of profile. Moderately rapid permeability.

Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The site is located in a stream bank in a ravine
at the bottom of a concave side slope in hilly uplands. Aspect is
southeast and slope is 28%. Elevation is about 5,000 feet.
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Profile DE1
September 14, 1973

Profile somewhat resembles Simas series, but is in deep unconsolidated
silty material. The soil is not extensive but does receive considerable
disturbance from domestic range animals. Accelerated erosion is apparent.

Al	 0-4"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) silty clay loam, grayish
brown (10YR 5/2) dry; strong fine subangular blocky
structure; hard, sticky, very plastic; common fine roots;
many fine tubular pores; 5 to 10% by volume of 1 to 8 cm
coarse fragments; clear smooth boundary.

B21	 4-8"--Dark brown (10YR 4/3) silty clay, brown (10YR 5/3)
dry; strong fine subangular blocky structure; hard, very
sticky, very plastic; common fine roots; many fine tubular
pores; clear smooth boundary.

B22	 8-10"--Dark brown (10YR 4/3) silty clay loam, light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) dry; strong medium subangular
blocky, parting to platy structure; hard, very sticky,
very plastic; common fine roots; many fine tubular pores;
gradual wavy boundary.

B3-Cca	 10-60"--Dark brown to dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/3.5)
silt loam; strong fine subangular blocky structure
grading to massive; very hard, slightly sticky, slightly
plastic; few fine roots; many fine tubular pores; bands
of carbonate interspersed throughout this horizon, exhibiting
mild effervescence.

Remarks: Parent material is loess or fine colluvium.

Location: Drake Creek watershed, site #1, roadcut on Forest Service
road 1728, NW 1/4, NW 1/4, SE 1/4 Sec. 9, T17S R20E.

Setting: Major components of the
brush, juniper, willow, Ponderosa
influence is mainly grazing. The
road cut, showing heavy gullying.
surface.

vegetation are sagebrush, rabbit
pine, and bluebunch wheatgrass. Human
evidence of erosion is severe on the
Sheet erosion is evident on the

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with a dry profile. The water
table is deep. Permeability is moderately slow.

Stoniness: Class 1.

Description of Area: The site is located in steep, deeply dissected,
rolling uplands on a convex side slope with a northeast aspect. The
slope is 21%. Estimated elevation is 5,000 feet.
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Profile DE1-1
September 13, 1973

Profile resembles the Hankins series with a stony surface but is skeletal.
It is underlain by a deep deposit of old landslide material. The parent
material is from basalt or tuff in the subsoil, overlain by some ash.

01	 1-0"--Duff

All	 0-3"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) silt loam; ashy; strong
fine granular structure; soft, nonsticky, plastic; abundant
fine roots; very fine tubular and interstitial pores; 10%
1.0 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear wavy
boundary.

Al2	 3-12"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) gravelly silt loam;
mixed with ash; moderate medium subangular blocky structure;
hard, slightly sticky, plastic; few fine and medium
roots; common fine tubular pores; 20-30% 0.2 to 2.0 cm
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

B1	 12-19"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay loam;
strong fine subangular blocky structure; slightly hard,
sticky, plastic; few coarse and common fine roots; many
very fine tubular pores; 50% 0.4 to 10 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 7.0); clear smooth boundary.

IIB2lt	 19-31"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) gravelly clay;
dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) clay films; strong medium
subangular blocky structure; hard, sticky, plastic; few
fine roots; few very fine tubular pores; 50% greater than
2 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); diffuse smooth
boundary.

IIB3t 31-60"--Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) very gravelly clay; dark
brown (7.5YR 3/4) clay films; firm, hard, sticky, plastic;
50% weathering basalt gravels.

Location: Drake Creek watershed, site #1, roadcut 0.25 mile west of the
posted Forest Service road 1887F on FS road 1887. Section 9, T18S,
R20E.

Setting: Ponderosa pine, pine grass, and juniper are the main components
of the vegetation and the area has been logged. There is no evidence of
erosion.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with a dry profile and a deep
water table. Permeability is slow.

Stoniness: Class 3.

Description of Area: The site is located on a convex side slope in an
area of steeply sloping, rolling uplands. The slope is 15% and the
aspect is north-east. Estimated elevation is 5,000 feet.
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Profile EEl
September 15, 1973

Profile is of the Tub series. Soil is subject to erosion when disturbed.
Frost action causes the surface to erupt and be subject to transport on
steeper slopes.

Al 0-3"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) gravelly silt loam, grayish

brown (10YR 5/2) dry; weak fine subangular blocky structure;
soft, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; common fine roots;
many fine tubular pores; 30% 1.0 to 10.0 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.9); clear smooth boundary.

Al2 3-5"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) heavy clay loam, dark
gray (10YR 4/1) dry; moderate to strong fine subangular blocky
with a "platy" pocket; hard, very sticky, slightly plastic;
few fine roots; common fine interstitial pores; 10% 1.0 to
10.0 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.7); clear wavy boundary.

Bi 5-12"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) light clay loam, gray (10YR
5/1) dry; strong fine and medium subangular blocky; very hard,
slightly sticky, very plastic; very few fine roots; many very
fine tubular pores; 10% 5.0 to 10.0 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

B2t 12-20"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) gravelly clay, dark brown (10YR
4/3) dry; strong medium subangular blocky structure; excessively
hard, sticky, very plastic; interstitial cracks with thick
clay films on the surfaces; very few fine roots; very few very
fine tubular pores; neutral (pH 6.7); clear smooth boundary.

TIC 20-60"--Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) gravelly clay, light gray
to pale yellow (2.5Y 7/3) dry; massive structure; moderate
effervescence; mildly alkaline (pH 7.7).

Remarks: The parent material is from tuff and the type of underlying

rock is tuff.

Location: Eagle Creek watershed, site #1, roadcut on west side of State
Highway 380 on milepost 13.5. Sec. 1-2, T16S R17E.

Setting: Sage, bunch grass, juniper, and rabbit brush form the main
components of the vegetation. Grazing is the major human influence.
There is evidence of severe sheet and rill erosion plus frost action.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with the profile moist from

12" and dry below. The water table is deep. Permeability is slow.

Stoniness: Class 2.

Description of Area: The site is located in rolling uplands on a convex
side slope with a southeast aspect. Slope is 11%. Elevation is 3,863

feet.
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Profile FT1
May 17, 1973

Profile is a very fine variant of the Hankins series. Occurring at high
elevations on south, south west, and west slopes on the south side of
the Maury Mountains. Indications on the landscape suggest mass movement
may be associated with this soil.

01	 0-1"--Undecomposed litter.

Al	 1-9"--Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) silt loam; subangular
blocky parting to granular structure; loose, friable,
slightly sticky, nonplastic; common fine and few medium
roots; common medium tubular pores; 10% by volume of 2 to
5 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.6); clear smooth
boundary.

IIB2t	 9-16"--Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) silty clay; strong
medium subangular blocky structure; firm, very sticky,
very plastic; many clay films on peds; very few coarse
roots; few fine interstitial pores; neutral (pH 6.8);
gradual smooth boundary.

IIB3t	 16-60"--Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) silty clay; massive
to weak medium subangular blocky parting to fine granular
structure; very sticky, very plastic; few medium and
coarse roots; few very fine interstitial pores; very fine
concretions of less than 1 mm.

Remarks: The parent material is ash over tuff colluvium forming a'
readily detachable surface. The rock type is tuff.

Location: Faught Creek watershed, site #1, in roadcut on Forest Service
road 1887, NE, SW, Sec. 12 T18S R19E.

Setting: ,Ponderosa pine is the major vegetation and logging the obvious
human influence.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with a moist profile from 0 to
16 inches. 16+ inches was very wet. There was no water table visible,
and permeability is slow.

Stoniness: Class O.

Description of Area: The site is located on a convex side slope of
about 3 acres below an upland plateau. The aspect is west and slope is
20%. Altitude is about 5,300 feet.
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Profile KM1
September 14, 1973

Rarey (Proposed)

Profile closely resembles the Rarey soil series. The profile is representative
of those soils predominating on the Klootchman Creek watershed. They
are readily eroded when water is concentrated on them and appear to be
easily transported. In riparian sites they frequently are deeply
incised.

01	 2-0"--Forest litter.

All 0-2 1/2"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) sandy loam, dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2) dry; weak fine subangular blocky structure; loose,
nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant very fine roots; 2% by
volume of greater than 2 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH
6.6); clear smooth boundary.

Al2 2 1/2-6"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) sandy loam, dark brown
(7.5YR 4/2) dry; weak medium subangular blocky structure;
soft, firm, nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant fine and
very few medium roots; many fine tubular pores; 2% by volume
greater than 2 cm. coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear
wavy boundary.

Bl 6-12"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) sandy loam, dark brown (7.5YR
4/2) dry; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; firm,
nonsticky, slightly plastic; common coarse roots; many fine
tubular pores; less than 5% by volume of greater than 4 cm
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); diffuse wavy boundary.

B2	 12-29"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) sandy loam, pinkish gray (7.5YR
6/2) dry; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; firm,
nonsticky, slightly plastic; common coarse roots; common fine
tubular pores; 5% by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments; neutral
(pH 7.0); gradual wavy boundary.

B3	 29-40"--Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) loamy sand, pinkish gray (7.5YR
7/2) dry; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; firm,
nonsticky, nonplastic; common coarse roots; few fine tubular
pores; 5 to 10% by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments; neutral
(pH 6.8).

IIBt
 40-60"--Dark yellowish brown paleosol.

Remarks: Charcoal fragments of up to 1 cm were abundant throughout the
profile from 0 to 29 inches. The parent material is volcanic ash. The
rock type is basalt.

Location: Klootchman Creek watershed, site #1, 0.35 mile southeast of
Shearing Spring and 75 yards east on Forest Service road 1646H, in the
roadcut, on Klootchman Creek. NW, NW, Sec 17, T18S R19E.
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Setting: Dominant vegetation is Ponderosa pine, pine grass, and juniper.
Human influence consists of logging and thinning operations. There Is
evidence of erosion at the site.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained profile dry to 40 inches;
moderate permeability.

Stoniness: Class I.

Description of Area: The site is located on a convex side slope in
rolling uplands, deeply dissected with drainage ways. The aspect is
south and slope is 17%. Elevation is approximately 5,200 feet.
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Profile MY3a
September 16, 1973

Profile is a cold variant of the Hack series. Profile was studied
because of its apparent geologic instability. It is not extensive
within the watershed.

Al	 0-10"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam; ashy; fine
granular structure; loose; many very fine roots; many interstitial
pores; 10% 0.5 to 1.0 cm coarse fragments.

IIB 10-36"--Dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) gravelly loam; weak fine subangular
blocky structure; friable; common fine and coarse roots; many
tubular pores; 10% 1.0 to 2.0 cm coarse fragments; 1 cm charcoal
chips; 20% cobbles.

IIC 36"--Cobbly loam; weak medium subangular blocky structure.

Location: Maury Mountains, site # 3a, 0.1 mile west of section marker,
center E 1/2, SE. Sec. 23, T17S R20E.

Setting: The vegetation is fir. There is no visible evidence of erosion
but there may be inherent slope instability, indicated by bowed tree

trunks.

Description of Area: The site is located on a convex foot slope of
about 5 acres in extent on a slope of 15% at 4,500 feet, on north slope.
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Profile MY1
September 13, 1973

Profile is of the Boardtree soil series and is characteristic of the
soils found in the headwaters of Maury Creek. Soils are susceptible
to disturbances caused by range animals and logging.

Al
	

0-6"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) gravelly silty
loam, grayish brown (10YR 5/2) dry; weak fine granular
structure; loose, nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant
very fine roots; many fine pores; 10 to 20% by volume of
0.5 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.6); clear wavy
boundary.

B21	 6-26"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam, grayish
brown (10YR 5/2) dry; massive structure; hard, nonsticky,
slightly plastic; common fine roots; many fine tubular
and vesicular pores; charcoal chips; neutral (pH 6.8);
gradual irregular boundary.

11B22	 26-44"--Dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) clay; strong medium and
coarse angular blocky structure; very firm, slightly
sticky, very plastic; common medium roots; neutral (ph
7.0)

IIC	 44+"--Dark brown (10YR 4/3) clay; strong medium angular
blocky structure.

Remarks: Parent material is coarse ash material over clayey colluvium.

Location: Maury Creek watershed, site #1, roadcut on the northwest
slope below CCC Spring, center of S 1/2, NE, NW, Sec 31, T17S R21E.

Setting: The vegetation is juniper, Ponderosa pine, and pine grass.
The human influence is logging and grazing. The evidence of erosion is
slight.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained profile is dry. Permeability
is moderately rapid above the discontinuity and slow below.

Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The site is located in, a convex side slope on a
ridge flanking Maury Creek. The surroundings are rolling uplands,
deeply dissected by drainages. The aspect is west and slope is 14%.
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Profile MY3
September 16, 1973

Profile is a thin variant of Boardtree series. Typical of profiles
found on the Maury Creek within the Forest Service boundary. The soil
is easily eroded when surface cover is removed. Riparian locations
where domestic animals congregate leave soils bare, pulverized and

primed for transport.

Al	 0-3"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam, dark brown
to brown (10YR 4.5/3) dry; ashy; moderate very fine
granular structure; loose, nonsticky, slightly plastic;
abundant fine roots; less than 1% 1.0 to 4.0 cm coarse
fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

A3	 3-8"--Dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) loam, brown (10YR
5/3) dry; ashy; moderate fine subangular blocky structure;
soft, nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant fine roots;
few fine tubular pores; 1% 1.0 to 4.0 cm. coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.6); clear smooth boundary.

B2	 8-14"--Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sandy loam, light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) dry; ashy; moderate fine
subangular blocky parting to granular structure; slightly
hard, nonsticky, nonplastic; few fine roots; common fine
tubular pores; 5% 1.0 to 4.0 cm coarse fragments; tonguing
with very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay loam, strong
fine subangular blocky structure; neutral (pH 6.6); wavy

gradual boundary.

IIAb 14-22"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay;
strong fine subangular blocky structure; firm, sticky,
plastic; few fine and coarse roots; many fine tubular
pores; neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

IIBb	 22+"--Dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) gravelly clay; fine
subangular blocky structure; plastic, sticky; interstitial
pores; 35% stones; neutral (pH 6.7).

Remarks: (F.S. mapping unit 72). Parent material appears to be ash and

underlying rock type is vesicular basalt.

Location: Maury Creek watershed, site #3, 0.1 mile east of section
marker, center SE, NE, SW. Sec. 23-24, T16S R20E.

Setting: Ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, rabbit brush, thistle and bunch-
grass make up the principal vegetation and both logging and grazing
constitute the human influence. Evidence of erosion is slight.

Drainage and permeability: Well-drained with a deep water table. The
profile was dry from 0-8 inches and moist from 8 to 22+ inches. Permeability

below the discontinuity is slow.
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Stoniness: Class 0.

Description of Area: The site is located on a small bench below a broad
ridge top. The aspect is north and the slope is 6%.
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Profile MY4
May 27, 1973

Profile resembles the proposed Rarey series. The soil is readily eroded
and carried to stream channels when roads, skid trails, and animal
trails cause water to be concentrated.

A	 0-3"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam; very fine
granular structure; very friable, slightly sticky, nonplastic;
many fine roots; common fine interstitial pores; 15% 1 cm.
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear, smooth boundary.

AC 3-29"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam; weak medium
subangular blocky structure; very friable, slightly sticky,
nonplastic; few fine tubular pores; 15% 1 cm. coarse fragments;
15% charcoal fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); gradual, wavy boundary.

IIB 29+"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) silty clay loam; strong medium
subangular blocky structure; firm; very sticky, very plastic;
few fine roots; few very fine tubular pores; 30% 1.5 cm.
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8).

Remarks: This is a weakly developed soil that presents great difficulty
in distinguishing between A and AC. There are clay skins in evidence in
the IIB and there are micelia present. There is also a stone line and
root hairs between the AC and the IIB. Parent material is volcanic ash

and the rock is basalt.

Location: Maury Creek watershed, site #4, Sec. 30, SE 1/4, SE 1/2, NW
1/4, T17S R21E at CCC Spring on Forest Service Road 1727.

Setting: Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir are the principal vegetation
and the site has been logged. There is frost action evident and erosion

is slight to moderate.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with medium runoff; moderate

permeability.

Stoniness: 1%.

Description of Area: The site is located on a convex side slope of
about 2 acres on a northwest aspect with a slope of 38%. The altitude

is 4,600 feet.
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Profile MY5
September 13, 1973

Profile is similar to Hankton soil series. Being found on many of the
north ridges of the Maury's, the soil is fairly extensive.

01	 1-0"--Forest litter, undecomposed needles, twigs.

Al	 0-6"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) silt loam, dark gray (10YR
4/1) dry; weak very fine granular structure; slightly hard,
firm, sticky, slightly plastic; abundant very fine roots; 20%
by volume of 1 to 3 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.6);
abrupt smooth boundary.

B2 6-20"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) gravelly clay, very dark
gray (10YR 3/1) dry; strong coarse subangular blocky structure
with many large prismatic blocks, 6 - 10" in length, excessively
firm, very sticky, very plastic; few very fine, fine and
coarse roots; few fine interstitial pores in cracks between
ped faces; 20 to 30% by volume of 5 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.8); gradual wavy boundary.

B3	 20-30"--Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) gravelly clay; strong
coarse subangular blocky structure with many prismatic blocks
6 - 10" in length; excessively firm; few coarse roots; interstitial
pores in cracks; neutral (pH 6.8).

Remarks: The boundary at 6 inches probably forms an impermeable layer
and causes the lower part of the profile to be wetter most of the year.

Location: Maury Creek watershed, site #5, NE 1/4, NE 1/4, NW 1/4 Sec.
1, T18S R20E, on road connecting Forest Service Road 1727 and 1732. The
section marker for T17S R20E, Sec. 36 is approximately 200 feet north of
the site.

Setting: Vegetation is Ponderosa pine, pine grass, rabbit brush, juniper,
and sage. .Human influence consists of logging. Evidence of erosion is
sheet.

Drainage and Permeability: Moderately well drained. The profile was
dry to 6 inches, moist thereafter; slow permeability.

Stoniness: Class 2

Description of Area: The site was located on a ridge extending to the
Maury Creek drainage in a convex side slope with west aspect and slope
of 3%. Elevation about 5,000 feet.
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Profile MY6
September 13, 1973

Profile is a cold variant of Ruckles soil series and is representative
of those soils found in the Indian Creek drainage on Forest Service Road
1887. The surfaces are easily eroded and respond unfavorably to disturb-
ances such as frost action, skid trails, and poor management practices.

01	 1-0"--Forest litter.

Al 0-6"--Dark gray (10YR 4/1) and very dark grayish brown
(10YR 3/2) gravelly silt loam; weak very fine granular
structure; loose, nonsticky, slightly plastic; abundant
fine roots; many very fine vesicular pores; 5% 0.5 cm.
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 7.2); abrupt smooth boundary.

Al2	 6-12"--Black (10YR 2/1) gravelly silt loam; weak fine
subangular blocky structure; hard, slightly sticky,
slightly plastic; common fine to medium roots; few fine
tubular and interstitial pores; about 40% 1-30 cm. coarse
fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

IIB2
t
	12-20"--Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay with

interior of the peds of a dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2)
strong fine angular blocky structure; extremely firm,
very sticky, very plastic; few medium roots; cracks; more
than 5% larger than 10 cm. coarse fragments; neutral (pH

7.0); clear smooth boundary.

IIC-R	 20+"--Light olive gray (5Y 6/2) (or greener) bedrock;
massive structure; few medium roots; few cracks; greater
than 5% larger than 10 cm, coarse fragments; neutral (pH

6.8).

Remarks: The surface layers of the profile appear to be mixed ash. The
A horizon is readily detached and has good infiltration.

Location: Maury Mountains, site #6, Sec. 9, T18S R20E, in the Indian
Creek drainage system on Forest Service Road 1887.

Setting: Ponderosa pine, sage, juniper, and Idaho fescue are the principal
vegetation with no evidence of human influence. The surface appears to
be susceptible to erosion, as evidenced by a slight degree of bunch

grass pedestaling.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained. The profile was dry within
four inches of the surface and moist below that depth. Permeability is

slow.

Stoniness: Class 3.

Description of Area: The site is located on a fairly level bench of 20
acres on a convex side slope. The slope is 14% and aspect is southwest.

Elevation is about 4,900 feet.
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Profile NE1
September 14, 1973

Profile resembles the Elmore series. It is of limited extent on the
lower Newsome Creek' watershed. When disturbed, the soil becomes easily
transported. Activities of heavy equipment and domestic animals are
readily discernible, leaving indications of its erosiveness.

Al 0-3"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) very stony silt loam, dark
gray (10YR 4/1) dry; weak fine subangular blocky parting to
granular structure; soft, sticky, slightly plastic; abundant
fine roots; common fine tubular pores; 5% by volume of 0.2 to
2.0 cm coarse fragments; stones cover about 20% of surface;
neutral (pH 6.6); clear smooth boundary.

2t 3-18"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) gravelly clay loam, grayish
brown (10YR 5/2) dry; moderate fine to medium subangular
blocky structure; hard, stick, Plastic; common fine roots;
common fine tubular pores; 5 to 10% by volume of 1 to 2 cm
coarse fragments; neutral (pH 6.8); smooth diffuse boundary.

B3	 18-48"--Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) gravelly loam, grayish
brown to brown (10YR 5/2.5) dry; strong fine subangular blocky
structure; hard sticky, plastic; common medium roots; common
fine tubular pores; 5 to 10% by volume of 1 to 2 cm coarse
fragments; neutral (pH 6.8).

C	 48"--Tuff.

Remarks: Parent material is believed to be dacitic.

Location: Newsome Creek watershed, site #1, 0.5 mile above fork leading
to Sherwood Saddle on Forest Service Road 1646 and 2 miles north of the
Forest Service boundary. NE 1/4, SW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 24 T17S, R18E,

Setting: Juniper and badly overgrazed bluebunch wheatgrass are all the
evident vegetation. Human influence is grazing and close proximity to a
ranch house. Erosion is heavy sheet and rill.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained, dry profile, of moderate
permeability.

Stoniness: Class 4.

Description of Area: The profile is located in a road cut on a convex
side slope adjacent to a stream channel. The aspect is south and slope
is 14%. Elevation' is about 4,000 feet.
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Profile NE2
May 28, 1973

Profile is from the Hankins series. The soil is extensive in the Newsome
Creek uplands on North aspects. Disturbed soil is generally easily
transported where water concentrates.

A	 0-5"--Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) gravelly sandy loam;
weak medium granular structure; loose, slightly sticky,
slightly plastic; common fine roots; common fine interstitial
pores; clear smooth boundary.

Bl
	

5-8"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) and very dark grayish brown
(10YR 3/2) sandy clay; weak medium platy structure; firm,
slightly sticky, plastic; common fine roots; common fine
interstitial pores; 10% greater than 0.02 cm coarse
fragments; many charcoal fragments; clear wavy boundary.

IIB2lt	 8-15"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) heavy clay loam; strong
medium subangular blocky structure; firm, slightly sticky,
plastic; few very fine roots; few fine interstitial
pores; 60% of up to cobble size coarse fragments; well-
preserved charcoal fragments; stone-line at boundary.

IIB22t	 15-23"--Dark brown (10YR 3/3) heavy clay loam; strong
medium subangular blocky structure; many thick clay
films; few fine roots; few fine interstital pores; 40% of
greater than 7.5 cm coarse fragments.

IIIC	 23"--Dusky red (2.5YR 3.2) gravelly clay, dark brown
(7.5YR 3/2) dry; variegated peds, unconsolidated.

Remarks: The IIIC horizon has been postulated to contain zeolites and
is probably of the John Day geologic formation. Parent material is
highly weathered basalt Colluvium.

Location: Newsome Saddle watershed, site #2, NW, SW, Sec. 34, T17S,
R18E Forest Service Road 1731.

Setting: Ponderosa pine, squirrel-tail, rabbit brush, and bluebunch
wheatgrass form the predominant vegetation and human influence has
consisted of logging, thinning, scarification, and burning. The evidence
of erosion is both sheet and rill compounded with frost action.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained, profile moist from 0 to 18
inches, wet below that. Water table appears to be deep, permeability is

slow.

Stoniness: Class 1.

Description of Area: The site is located in mountainous uplands in a
concave side slope of northwest aspect. Slope is 11 to 15% and altitude
is approximately 5,100 feet.
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Profile SP2
September 15, 1973

Profile resembles the Day series. The soil is a gravelly phase.
Characteristicly this soil type contributes to turbidity in the Lost
Creek drainage in most runoff events.

Al	 0-2"--Reddish brown (5YR 5/3) gravelly loam, reddish brown
(5YR 5/3) dry; moderate very fine subangular blocky structure;
hard, slightly sticky, plastic; common fine roots; many fine
vesicular pores; 30% by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.8 ) clear, smooth boundary.

AB1 2-6"--Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) gravelly silty clay, reddish
brown (5YR 5/4) dry; strong fine subangular blocky structure;
slightly sticky, very plastic; few fine roots; few fine tubular
and interstitial pores; 307 by volume of 1 cm coarse fragments;
neutral (pH 6.8); clear smooth boundary.

AC1 6-10"--Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) gravelly silty clay, reddish
brown 5YR 4/4) dry; weak medium prismatic structure; slightly
sticky, very plastic, very few medium roots; few fine tubular
pores; 30% by • volume of 1 cm coarse fragments; neutral (pH
7.2); clear smooth boundary.

AC2 10-20"--Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) gravelly clay, reddish brown
(5YR 4/3) dry; moderate coarse blocky structure; sticky,
plastic; very few fine roots; 30% by volume 10 cm coarse
fragments exhibiting strong effervescence; moderately alkaline
(pH 8.4); clear smooth boundary.

C	 20-40"--Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) very gravelly clay; 30% by
volume of 10 cm coarse fragments exhibiting a strong effervescence;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.4).

Remarks: The parent material is alluvium and the type of rock is mixed.

Location: Sheep Rock watershed, site #2, on tributary to Sheep Rock
Creek (east side of drainage), 1.2 mile north of barn on road, NW, SW,
Sec. 30, T16S R21E.

Setting: Sagebrush, bunchgrass, rabbitbrush, and juniper constitute the
vegetation. Grazing is the major human influence. There is evidence of
sheet and rill erosion and the stream channel is gullied out.

Drainage and Permeability: Well-drained with a dry profile. Water
table is deep.

Stoniness: Class 1.

Description of Area: The site is located in rolling uplands on an
alluvial fan with a north aspect. The fan is gullied with ephemeral
drainages. Slope is 8%. Elevation is 3,500 feet.
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APPENDIX D

CROSS-SECTIONS FOR CROOKED RIVER AND PRIMARY
TRIBUTARIES SAMPLED DURING STUDY PERIOD
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APPENDIX E

TURBIDITY VERSUS TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS
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APPENDIX F

CROOKED RIVER, PRINEVILLE RESERVOIR AND TRIBUTARY X-RAY
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS FOR SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction
of suspended sediment from the North Fork, February
19, 1972.
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction of
suspended sediments from the South Fork, February 20,
1972.
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Figure 3: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction
of suspended sediments from Lost Creek; sample
# LT-comb.
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Figure 4: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction of
suspended sediment from the Bear Creek Arm of the
Prineville Reservoir; August 8, 1972.
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Figure 5: X-ray diffraction pattern of the clay fraction of
suspended sediments from the Crooked River,
February 20, 1972.
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Figure 6: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction

of the suspended sediments from Eagle Creek;
sample # 19F1200.
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Figure 7: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction of
suspended sediments from Conant Creek, January 22,
1972.
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Figure 8: X-ray diffraction pattern for the clay fraction of
suspended sediments near Jasper Point on the
Prineville Reservoir, August 8, 1972.
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Figure 9: X-ray diffraction pattern of the clay fraction of
the suspended sediments near the Prineville Dam
on the Prineville Reservoir; April 22, 1972.
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Figure 10: X-ray diffraction patterns of the clay fraction
to suspended sediments from Camp Creek,
January 23, 1972.
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APPENDIX G

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL SAMPLES FROM WATERSHEDS
WITHIN THE UPPER CROOKED RIVER DRAINAGE
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Sample number Exchangeable Cations a CECb
(meg/100 gm)

Conductivityc
(pmhos)

pH

Ca

(meq/100 gm)

Na	 Mg K

AW1A 25 33 30 19 33 165 5.9
B 8 33 12 8 22 100e 6.1
C - - 7 50 6.5

D- - - - 14 70 6.6

CE1A - - - - 23 125 6.8
CE2A 15 1 23 17 30 167 6.8

B 17 17 26 15 27 147 6.8

CP1A 13 1409 16 9 90 362 9.4
B 128 222 63 16 41 757 8.1

CP2A 19 226 18 8 65 403 7.7
*	 B 13 304 28 8 68 714 9.0

C 1065 85492 163 48 88 121950 8.3
D - - - - 81 1562 9.1
E 16 2739 25 15 84 830 9.2

CT1A 10 13 16 8 23 68 6.8
B 10 7 15 5 30 147 7.0

CT2A 17 10 29 15 41 109 6.3
B 8 12 17 15 33 63 6.6

CT3A 32 33 18 27 31 179 8.2
B 18 74 15 23 30 197 8.5
C 5 652 16 7 30 600dOd
D - - - - 30 300 Od 8.0
E - - - - 39 938 8.2

CR1A 840 1343 375 46 54 1364 4.0
B 885 4030 425 85 45 1500e 5.3

*	 C 7 552 9 10 57 107 8.2
D 1140 1096 303 38 27 2679 3.9

*	 E - - - - 56 1200 7.9
F - - - - 51 536 4.6

CR2A 41 39 30 23 42 234 7.7
B 75 152 48 21 4 357 d

7.6
C - - - - 35 272 7.5

CW1A 9 8 13 12 34 52 6.2
B 13 21 21 19 37 47 6.3

DC1A 13 5 22 12 26 36 6.7
B 5 18 11 8 26 43 6.6
C - - - - 33 111 6.3
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cont.
Sample number Exchangeable Cations

a
CEC

b

gm)
Conductivityc

(pmhos)
pH

(meq/100 gm)	 (meq/100

Ca	 Mg	 K

DE1A 5 12 12 14 1 65 6.7
19 60e 7.2

43 13 13 31 88 7.4

EE1A 18 30e 6.8

EE2A 3 65 62 50 7.3
*	 B 2 74 3 62 48 7.7

FT1A 17 9 20 19 33 71 5.7
B - - 25 47 6.3

*	 C 20 20 8 37 43 6.5

MY1A 9 12 12 26 18 33 6.3
B - - - 20 50

e
6.7

C 6 30 13 14 34 65 6.8

MY2A 8 33 11 11 59 666e 6.3
B 61 33 6.0

MY3A 19 12 23 31 41 75 6.1
B 10 9 15 12 38 60 6.4
C - - - 46 188e 6.3

MY4A 12 30 20 34 22 83 6.6
B - - - - 15 176e 6.5
C trace 14 3 12 22 33 6.4

MY5A 12 128 29 63 43 65 6.2
B 6 23 12 4 43 30 6.9
C 4 13 6 2 43 36 6.2

MY6A 58 7 28 12 30 115e 7.3
B 8 7 21 2 50 36 6.4

NE1A 15 16 29 5 25 83 7.1
B 8 8 26 2 37 60 6.8
C - - - 39 100 6.7

NE2A 9 12 16 12 24 56 6.5
B 9 29 24 14 39 47 6.6

SP1A 64 5 23 8 46 79 8.1
B 99 7 43 15 46 167 7.9
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con't.
Sample number Exchangeable Cations a CEC

b

(meq/100 gm)
Conductivityc

(pmhos)
pH

(meq/100 gm)

Ca	 Na	 Mg K

SP2A 6 22 12 12 13 63 7.0
B 16 239 28 19 42 100 7.7

SD1A 46 273
e

7.3

RB1A 5 13 18 25 30 6.3
8 9 11 2 15 6.1

C 20 107e 6.3

R1A 5 457 4 6 50 188e 8.8

B _ - 61 200 8.5

* C 30 1826 11 14 35 1250. 7.3

R2A 112 4187 93 26 41 556 8.8

3801A 155 2152 20 65 49 833 8.0

3802A 15 43 25 12 47 56 7.6
B 5 43 17 7 43 43 7.4

C - - - 47 231e 9.0

D - - - - 37 500e 9.0

E - - - - 23 151 5e 9.3

Footnotes 

a
Exchange capacitiy of the soil by water extract x10

3
 meq/100 gm

b Cation exchange capacity expressed as milliequivalents per 100 gm of soil

Conductivity expressed as micromhos per centimeter

d Conductivity measurements performed on soil extract that had equilibrated
for one week

e Conductivity of soil solution and not extract

*
Soils known to contribute significantly to turbidity when dispersed

in water obtained from the Prineville reservoir
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APPENDIX H

NATURAL DISPERSIBILITY ANALYSIS OF WATERSHED SOILS
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Table AH: Dispersing medium - distilled water 

Elapsed time from Start of Anaylsis (hours) 
Sample number Lab No	 4	 8	 24	 48	 96	 144 

	 FTU	

	

AW1A	 1	 25	 17	 15	 6	 -	 3
B 35	 30	 22	 11	 15	 15	 15

	

C	 59	 42	 18	 15	 10	 7	 5

D 73	 26	 16	 7.2	 8.5	 5.6	 5

	

CE1A	 2	 42	 45	 24	 20	 10	 8

	

CE2A	 3	 45	 30	 14	 17	 -	 9

B 36	 23	 17	 12	 10	 7	 7

	

CP1A	 4	 380 390 420	 420	 -	 370
B 37	 37	 32	 25	 13	 10	 4

	

CP2A	 5	 37	 40	 17	 12	 -	 11

B 38	 750	 700 600	 550	 435	 360

	

C	 60	 225	 145	 45	 15	 6	 15

E 77	 1500 1150	 900	 900	 775	 725

	

CT1A	 6	 38	 22	 20	 15	 -	 7

B 39	 40	 32	 27	 22	 19	 15

CT1AA	 7	 75	 54	 40	 21	 -	 10

	

CT2A	 8	 22	 15	 11	 5	 -	 5
B 40	 32	 25	 20	 14	 11	 11

	

CT3A	 9	 54	 35	 30	 15	 -	 16
B 41	 12	 2.5	 2.5	 2.3	 2.3	 1.4

	

C	 61	 15	 10	 10	 5	 4	 3
D 74	 11	 19	 7.2	 6	 3.2	 3.6
E 78	 44	 24	 14	 12	 4.5	 5.2

	

CR1A	 10	 86	 55	 16	 12	 -	 2

B 42	 325	 240	 190	 200	 200	 100

	

C	 62	 1000	 950	 800	 600	 575	 450
D 75	 250	 42	 4.5	 6.7	 4.1	 3.8
E 79	 1350	 800	 775	 740	 625	 600

	

F	 81	 225	 115	 93	 75	 78	 68

	

CR2A	 11	 36	 18	 12	 8	 -	 6
B 43	 21	 15	 9	 5	 5.5	 5.5

	

C	 63	 19	 19	 16	 14	 10	 10

	

CW1A	 12	 16	 12	 7	 4	 -	 3

B 44	 7.5	 7.3	 6	 7.5	 2.5	 2.5
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24	 48	 96	 144

FTU	
33	 19	 18	 12
25	 15	 8	 7
27	 20	 16	 14

7
6

12

7
5

5	 4
5	 3
5	 5

4
31	 19	 13	 10
20	 8	 6
16	 13	 6

	

650	 550	 550	 550

	

60	 48	 17	 18

	

45	 30	 29	 23

	

42	 39	 28	 27

	

43	 29	 22	 21

	

39	 32	 22	 19

7
8.5

5.2
5
8.6

5.5
21 16

- 5
7 3

20 16

20 16
36 26

5 2.5
10 6
11 11

17	 10
12	 7
11	 10

22	 15
35	 24

20	 12
20	 6
40	 34

29	 27
52	 41

10	 5
14	 11
18	 16

cont.
Sample number Lab No 4 8

DC1A 13 51 49
B 45 43' 37
C 64 44 37

DE1A 14 18 15
B 46 12 11
C 65 25 20

EE1A 15

EE2A 16 100 190
B 47 315 265

FT1A 17 52 37
B 48 50 42
C 66 200 175

3801A 18 640 650

3802A 19 82 63
B 49 64 52
C 67 82 66
D 76 68 50
E 80 51 44

'RB1A 20 57 39
B 50 31 18
C 68 36 25

NE1A 26 36 31
B 55 19 14
C 72 20 13

NE2A 30 35 35
B 58 62 50

MY1A 21 44 35
B 51 35 24
C 69 70 60

MY2A 85 47 41
B 86 73 67

MY3A 22 18 14
B 52 30 23
C 70 35 27
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cont.
Sample number Lab No 	 4	 8	 24	 48	 96	 144

	 FTU	

	

MY4A	 23	 32	 18	 17	 5	 4	 2
B 53	 22	 20	 12	 11	 6	 5

	

C	 '71	 88	 70	 48	 38	 23	 20

	

MY5A	 82	 20	 19	 10	 10	 8.1	 6.2
B 83	 44	 42	 28	 26	 18	 16

	

C	 84	 100	 91	 69	 56	 45	 37

MY6AA	 25	 45	 44	 27	 15	 -	 6

	

MY A	 24	 30	 26	 17	 10	 4
B 54	 65	 53	 40	 30	 26	 24

	

SD1A	 27	 25	 25	 15	 5.5

	

SP1A	 28	 100	 100	 70	 60	 33
B 56	 61	 43	 38	 26	 22	 14

	

SP2A	 29	 183	 115	 68	 47	 8
B 57	 200	 175	 125	 100	 72	 62

R1A	 31	 160	 160	 140	 130	 120	 110
B	 32	 190	 150	 110	 110	 100	 80
C	 33	 285	 280	 275	 275	 265	 260

R2A	 34	 2000 1800 1600	 1200	 775	 750
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Table BH: Dispersing medium - reservoir water 

Elapsed time from Start of Anaylsis (hours) 
Sample number Lab No	 4	 8	 24	 48	 96	 144 
	 FTU	

	

AW1A
	

1	 15.5 14	 10.2	 7.2	 7.6	 4.2

	

B
	

35	 16	 11	 7	 10	 6.5	 4

	

C
	

59	 19	 10	 5.5	 8.1	 6.4	 5.7

	

73	 -	 -	 -	 -

	CE1A	 2	 12.5	 9.3	 9.9	 4.6	 4.8	 4

	

CE2A	 3	 26	 20	 14	 9	 4.7	 4.4
B 36	 18.5 13.5	 7.5	 5.5	 5.3	 4.3

	

CP1A	 4	 225	 97	 38	 18	 10.5	 8.4
B 37	 35	 20	 10	 8	 6	 5

	

CP2A	 5	 12	 10	 9.8	 5	 5.3	 5
B 38	 365	 290	 180	 140	 120	 125

	

C	 60	 18	 11	 5	 4.2	 3.6	 3.6

	

E	 77 1250 1100	 670	 300	 110	 61

	

CT1A	 6	 10	 9	 8.2	 5	 3.8	 2.6
B 39	 17	 11	 7.5	 9	 4.7	 3.4

	

CT1AA	 7	 47	 34	 29	 10	 7	 6.9

	

CT2A	 8	 9.8	 7	 7.5	 3.5	 4.2	 3.9
B 40	 -	 -

	

CT3A	 9	 24	 22	 14	 4	 5	 3.8
B 41

	

C	 61	 -
D 74

	

78	 -

	

CR1A	 10	 56	 48	 32	 16	 9.2 10
B 42	 365	 340	 225	 110	 36	 18

	

C	 62 1325 1300	 1100	 790	 550	 475
D 75	 300 260	 180	 68	 52	 40
E 79 1000	 900	 580	 500	 260	 180

	

F 81	 -	 -	 -

	

CR2A	 11	 16	 11	 8.4	 5	 3.5	 3.5
B 43	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

C 63	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

CW1A	 12	 10.8	 8.6	 5.2	 4	 4.2	 4.3
B 44	 8.5 11	 5.5	 6.5	 6.5	 5.9
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cont.
Sample number	 Lab No	 4	 8	 24	 48	 96	 144
	 FTU	

	

DC1A	 13	 29	 17	 9.7	 4	 4.3	 5.5
B 45	 30	 20	 11	 11	 8.2	 7.5

	

C	 64	 30	 21	 11	 15	 12	 10

	

DE1A	 14	 9.1 7.7	 5.6	 2.5	 3.9	 4.5
B 46	 14	 9.6	 6.7	 6.4	 6.4	 6.1

	

C65	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

EE1A	 15	 49	 41	 13.5	 9.5	 5.2	 5

	

EE2A	 16	 59	 42	 29	 20	 14	 8.3
B 47	 155 125	 90	 65	 41.	 31

	

FT1A	 17	 26	 19	 9.5	 7	 3	 3.8
B 48	 32	 20	 14	 9.4	 8	 6.9

	

C	 66	 175	 90	 80	 54	 40	 31

	

3801A	 18	 383 275	 123	 43.5	 25.5	 12.5

	

3802A	 19	 40	 29	 14	 15	 8.5	 5
B 49	 46	 28	 16	 13	 10	 8.8

	

C67	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
D 76	 -	 -	 - 	 -	 -
E 80	 -	 -	 -	 - .	 -

	

IN1A	 20	 30	 24	 8.5	 5	 3.5	 2
B 50	 27	 18	 10	 8.9	 8	 6.4

	

C	 68	 23	 22	 10	 9.5	 7.8	 6.5

	

NE1A	 26	 17	 10	 7.7	 3	 2.5	 3.5
B 55	 12	 9.4	 6.9	 7.5	 6.4	 5.9

	

C	 72	 11	 11	 7.5	 5.1	 4.8	 4.8

	

NE2A	 30	 19	 15	 10	 5	 2.5	 1
B 58	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

MY1A	 21	 25	 19.5	 7.9	 6	 4.7	 1.5
B 51	 32	 23	 14	 10	 8.6	 7.4

	

C 69	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

MY2A	 85	 -	 -	 -
B 86	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

MY3A	 22	 16	 9.8	 4.6	 4	 6.7	 3
B 52	 25	 20	 10	 8.2	 8.3	 7

	

C70	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

MY4A	 23	 16	 14	 6	 3	 3
B 53	 -	 -	 -

	

C	 71	 37	 37	 18	 15	 10	 9.4
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con't.
Sample number	 Lab No	 4	 8	 24	 48	 96	 144

	 FTU	
MY5A	 82	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

B 83	 25	 26	 12	 14	 9.9	 8.4
C	 84	 72	 65	 45	 30	 23	 18

MY6AA	 25	 22	 19	 7.9	 10	 5	 5.1

MYA	 24	 18	 14	 6.8	 6	 3.9	 4.4
B	 54	 37	 32	 19	 15	 11	 9.9

SD1A	 27	 15.5 10.5	 7.7	 4.5	 4.7	 3.6

SP1A	 28	 46	 41	 22	 17
	

4.5
B 56	 -

SP2A	 29	 90	 44	 21	 14	 7.1	 4.4
B 57	 65	 53	 21	 10	 9.3	 8.4

R1A	 31	 89	 71	 38	 25	 13	 14
B	 32	 54	 49	 31	 21	 12	 13
C	 33	 38	 30	 13	 15	 10.2	 10

R2A	 34	 148	 74	 25.5	 16.5	 11.6	 9.5
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